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AN"NUAL REPORT
OF 'fIIE

MINE INSPECTOR FOR IXDIAN TERRITORY.
SOU'l'H :McALESTER, IND. ':ti., ,Iune .'-W, 1R97.
SIR: In compliance ,vith the reqnirerne11t8 of .the act of Uougn'HH
approved l\Iarch 3, 1891, eutitled "An act for the protectio11 of the
lives of miners in the 'rerritories," l have the honor to i-;uhrnit to you
my fourth annual report upon tl1e condition of the coal miues in tl.te
Indian Territory for the year ending June 00, 18U7.
Very respectfully, yours,

LUKE

,v.

BRYAN,

Mine Inspector for the 1 nd-ian 1 1errUory.

Hon.

UoRNELIUS

N.

13Lrns,

Secretary of the Interior, W asltinr;ton, lJ. C.

The hh,tory of coal mining in the Inclia11 Territory during- the past,
year is very mueh the same aH for preceding years. While the prodtwtiou of coal has been Hlightly increased, the uurnl>er of men employed
has decreased iu about the same ratio. 'fhis is to be accounted for by
the increased uHe of machinery, awl does uot represent an increase in
the amount earned by the miners. Iudced, these ligureH do uot represent any improvemeut in the con<litiou of the miuer; lrnt wh(•n the
other factor to the calculation is couHidere<l-viz, the wtrnl,el' of <layH
worked cluring the year-it will Le fonu<l that the amount earll(•d per
miuer is decreasing. I am uot ahle to give the exact number of days
worked during the past year, owing· to a very llatural reluctance Oil the
part of some operator:.; to give these tignn•s, l>11t to those conversant
with the situatio11 ill thiH 'Ierritory it is well k11own that there have
been fewer days work per man than duri11g a11y year since the coal
mines in thil-:1 'ferritory were first <levelopecl.
'fhis situation is as mnd1 cleplore<l IJy the operator:.; a:.; Ly the m<'11,
bnt for which they see 110 help. l am :-;ure l Hpeak witlii11 the mark
when I say that the pos:-;iulc pro<lnetio11 of coal in this Tenitory, without auy additional mines than arn uow heing operated, is ea:-;ily twice
the amount herein reported. 1t waH 11ot alo110 the ueces~ity l>om of
competitio:1 that caused the introduction of machinery into this loC'ality,
but such introduction was mainly the re:-;nlt of a.ttet11pts to reduce the
dangers existing in thiH coal vein, so rich in volatile h,r<lrocarbons, to
a minimum. Competition constantly lwcomes <"loser aml keener, all(l
the result is that watchfulness, improved methods, and ('Urta.ilment of
5G3
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expense only avail to keep the production about even with former years
without any considerable increase. In the laudable pursuit of improved conditions for safety and production Mr. Cameron, the superintendent of the Osage Coal and Mining Company's mines, near
M.c..AJester, during the year 1896 opened up the company's mine No. 5
on the long-wall plan.
This was done in the face of much adverse criticism, in which the
writer confesses to have joined. Old miners predicted the failure of
this experiment, claiming that the conditions of strata were unsuited
to such workings and that the long-wall system was impracticable and
impossible in the Indian Terlitory. Notwithstanding these adverse
prophecies Mr. Cameron went sfieadily along with the work, which has
now progressed sufficiently to demonstrate to aU critics, including the
writer, the practicability of this system. The many advantages to
the miner, the operator, and to the owners of the land are fully set
forth in Mr. Cameron's able article, written in response to my request,
which is hereto appended and made a part of this report.
On the 23d of .April in the cnr~en_t year the Dawes Commission came
to an agreement with the comnnss10ners on the part of the Choctaw
and Chickasaw Indians, a portion of which agreement, so far as it affects
the coal interests, is hereto appended and made a part of this report.
There are many opinions as to the desirability of adopting the agreement referred to, which has yet to receive the confirmation of Congress
and the Choctaw and Ohickasaw nations, and, curiously enough, the
clauses relating to coal lands seem t,o suit none of the parties t,o be
affected thereby, the individual owners of coal claims asseliing that it
deprives them of vested rights, the individual Indian, (not claiming
coal lands) insisting that the agreement is in favor of the operators,
while the operators declare that the royalty to be paid under the agreement is an advance of royalty t,o an e~tent that will seriously embarrass
an industry already too heavily taxed. The arguments and ftgmes on
which the claims of the operators are based will be also set forth and
made a part of this report in another place.
I find that the operators are satisfied that the req nirements of the
Jaw and the suggested measures for increased profiection are r.easonable
and necessary, and there is a universally sincere desire to conform to
the law and also to adopt other measures for increased safety.
The total number of accidents show a decrease from the preceding
year, but I regret to add that the fatal accidents show an increase,
there being 46 accidents in all for the present year, 22 of which proved
fatal.
There have been several new enterprises commenced during the
present year. The Wilburton Coal Company, with 0. E. Woods as
manager, has commenced a slope at Wilburton, Ind. T.; Noah Samples
has opened a new slope on the McAlester vein, about lj- miles west of
McAlester, Ind. T.; three small places have been operated at Savanna,
Ind. T.; the Southwestern Ooal and Improvement Company bas com•
menced a new slope about 1 mile north of their mine No. 5, at Colgate,
Ind. T., and the Milby and Do~ Coal Mining Company have begun
operations at Brushy Creek, between Hartshorne and Alderson, Ind. T.
Shot-firers are employed at all dusty mines, with the exception not.ad
hereafter. Miners are now prohibit,ed from entering working places
where there is the least evidence of fire <lamp, no one but the properly
appoint.eel ga · men or fire bo8808 being allowed to brush out the gas.
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Following is a list of all the companies operating in the Indian rrerritory, with detailed statements under appropriate heads:
Name of company.

Lol'ation .•

1. Choctaw, Oklahoma, and Gulf RR Co .................................... Hartshornr, Aldt>ri;on,
Gowen, 1111\. '1'.
2. Southwestern Coal and Impro,ement Co ................................. Coali.:atc, Intl. T.

t ltJ~~~}!~;t!~i!~gl:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~(~-r;l
;i/ Y~;
ti~1'.t~'.1r~l1!l

1
\·.

6. McAlester Coal aud Coke Co ............ ·········.····· ...................

T.
i:9. ~,~:~~~~
~:Ji
~i~eM1~\1nR~-.~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::: 1;~1We~1~~- \!.\ 'l'.
Savanna Coal Mining au~ Trading Co..................................... Havanna, Ind. 'I'.
1

10. :Folsom Coal Co ............................................................ Coalgat<", l11d. 'l'.
11. Jenson Coal Co .................................•.......................... ,Tc•n,w11, Juel. 'l'.

ff14. t~~a::r~t~lt's;~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
fr°~~t1~!~•~•~,11l1!;l\•.
McAlester Coal and Mineral Co .......................................... Wilh11rto11, Im\. T.
1

15.
Hi.
17.
18.
19.

20.

Kiowa Coal and l\[erca11tile Co ............................................
Choctaw Coal anrl Mercantile Co . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Noah Samples .............................................................
Strip pits east of Lehigh......................... . ........................
Sundry strip pits ........•••..•••.....•......•••.•••.••.••.•••••..•........

8avan11a, Ii11I. 'l'.
J)o.

MnAIPHter, Incl. T.
Leldgh, 111'1. T.
'l'ulsa, l'r1111in~t on,
I etc., I1ul. T.
Small 11lope, near Ca,anal, Intl. T.......................................... C,wanal, Jud. T.

ii:
~i~;~1~:t~~p&~ff1c~~·::::::: :: :: :: :: ::: ::: :::::::: :: : : : :: :::::::::: ::::: :: : : : tv1;t'.1i';:\·.~'. i1;.;r-,...
23. PoITolllsl!trippits ...••..•.•••••••..•...•••••..••••••..••...•.............. South McAlest<>r,
1

Jnd. 'I'.
24. Somo small openings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8aYa1111a, Im!. T.

CHOCTAW, OKLAIIOM.A. AND GULF R.AILR0AH UOMPANY.

,v

Officm·s.-FranciR I. Gowen, president, Philadelphia, Pa.; Henry o01l, general manager, South McAlester, Intl. T.; Edwin Ludlow, superintendent of mines, llartHborne, Ind. T.
HARTSHORNE MINE NO. 1.

This mine is now in the eighth year of its exii;i,tence and the workings
are very extensive. The shaft is 201 feet deep, the mine lias a capacity
of over 1,000 tons per day, and has cmi,loyed au average of am:, men
during the past year.
The plane near t.he foot of the shaft is still used as an upcast for vcntilatiou. The plane driven off the main south entry is used for lower•
iug coal to the entry named. During the past year an electri,· haulage
system has been adopted for co11veyiug the coal from foot of tlw slope
last mentioned to foot of shaft. rrhis lmnlage syste111, which has a,
ca1)acity of twenty-five pit cars per trip, is fumishe,1 witlt power by
a mo.horsepower cugiue and 100-horsepower dynamo containe,l in a.
substantial engine lrom,o furnished with all necessary applia111•cs, as
rheostat, ammeter, etc., the dy11amo also furnishi11g· power for two
electric mining machines and an electric pump. There is also a slope
off the north entry with four lifts, and a plane off the sa111e m,try with
three lifts. The main north and the main sonth e11tries haYe IJeP11
extended a considerable dh,tance. rr1w shaft has been retimherl'<l during- the past year and a 11ew head house constructed, 11ew chutes built,
a11d various other general repairs.
rrhis mine is equipped with first-motion double.hoisting engines, 16
by a2 inch cylinders aud 8.foot drum. The plane driven off main south
entry bas a pair of geared double-l1oisti11g e11gfoes, 1G by 3~ iuch cylinders, to Jower coal to foot of Hhaft. A pair of first-motion engines, rn
by 32 inch cyJin<lers and 8.foot drum, are set ahont 300 feet from top of
shaft at a drill hole, through which a rope passes down sJope for l1aul-
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ing coal to north entry, where it is dropped to foot of shaft. .At a drill
bole some 1,800 feet from main shaft are a pair of geared hoisting
engines, which, by a rope passing down a drill hole, deliver the coal
along the plane to north entry, whence it is delivered to foot of shaft.
There is one pump at foot of slope which forces water to foot of shaft,
whence it, together with the water that accumulates from the higher
workings, is thrown out by three steam pumps located at sump at foot
of shaft.
There were formerly two pumps at this plaee, but a third oue became
necessary on account of so much water percolating through from the
adjacent strip pits, the workings of the mine having extended to within
a short distance of said strip pits. In order to prevent the water from
inundating the mine, the banks of the strip pits have been shot down
into the pit to form a dam to bold back the water, and the water is now
controlled with but litt1e difficulty. Replacing steam power with electricity, as stated, has materially improved the ventilation of the mine
by relieving it of the steam pipes. The slope uear foot of shaft has
been driven about 100 yards, or enough to turn another lift. In driving
this slope the pitch has decreased very much, and the incline is now
so slight as scarcely to give enough gravity to the pit cars to drag the
rope, and as the engines are on the outside of the mine the rope is of
great length. The two electric mining machines mentioned are worked
in rooms of entry oft' slope.
Safety catches in this mine are of approved pattern. Oages are self
dumping and provided with overhead covers for the protiection of men.
The Guibal fan supplying this mine with the necessary air was destroyed by fire during the past year, but was promptly rebuilt and was
in working order three days after the fire. It 1>rovides tl1e mine with
about 70,000 cubic feet of air per minute, which is abundant for the
requirements of the law. The hoisting ~haft and the plane near foot of
shaft are used as escapements and traveling ways are well kept up.
Proper metal speaking tube is provided. The thickness of the coal
averages about 4 feet, but varies considerably in thickness at different
points in the mine. The mine produces considerable fire damp. P. W.
Malloy is mine boss. There have been five accidents at this mine, two
of which were fatal.
Accitknu, at mine No. 1, Haruhorne, during th6 year nded Jttne ~O, 1897.

December 14, 1896.-Tbomas Guholivan (American), trapper, age 15, single. Left
his post of duty and rode in with a trip of cars; while sitting in a pit car a loose
.
piece of roof fell, crushing his arm and necessitating amputation.
March 16, 1897.-William Addison (colored), driver, age 28r married; squeezed
between pit f'ars and side of entry. Was coming out with trip of cars, riding on
front end; hie light went out and he fell between cars.
March ii, 1897.-A. J. English (American), motorneer, age 39, married; fatal.
While riding on cage aacending shaft he lost his balance and fell against a piece ul
timber at side of shaft and was knocked off the cage, dropping to the bottom of the
abaft, killing him instantly.
Jlarch 16, 1897.-D. Peter (Italian), miner, age «., single. Attempted to step on
cage before it bad re1u·bed its proper place at foot of shaft; hie foot altpped nnd was
caught under the cage bruising 'lie foot and ankle.
March ~o, 1897.-J. H. Blevins (American), miner age 33 married· fall of roof:
fatal. Was warned that the roof was dangerona, and advised by his fehow workmen
to set some props; he disregarded the warning, and soon after a piece of roof fell on
him, killing him.
GOWEN MINE NO. 2.

Locat.ed at Gowen, about 3 ini1es north of Hartshorne, on the OhocOklahoma and Gulf Railroad. Shaft is 175 feet deep; has a
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capacity of about 500 tons per day, the average number of men
employed during the past year being 111. Cages are self dumping,
with good safety catches and overhead covers for the protection of
men. Gates are provided to lower landings. HoistiI1g engfoes are
first-motion double-hoisting engines with 8-foot drum. There ii,; a
12-foot fan at plane, and a IQ .foot fan at division of hoisting Hhaft,
supplying 30,000 cubic feet of air per minute, which is ample. Ila.rrbon
comprt'ssed-air mining- machines are used and add to tlie ye11tilatio11.
Mine is naturally very wet, which precludes danger from coal dm"t
explosions. An old plane is used as traveli11g way a11d upc:u.;t for ventilation. Coal is lowered by underground machinery from the entries
on the pla11e to the main west e11try, and the Ra.me machinery hoists
the coal from the i,i,lope to the said (•ntry, whe11ce it is hauh•d to the
foot of tlie shaft. All the requireme11ts of the law ar(~ complied with.
Water is kept out and mi11e nrni11taiued in good condition. Vein of
coal is about 4 feet thick. James Darby is mine bosH.
Accidents at Gowen, Ind. T., m-i?w No. 2 during the yea,· nule<l .fun<' .'J(), 1897.
Octol1er 20, 189G.-.Jo1rn (Henn (Arneriran), machine runner, age :l~, Ringle; fall of
roof; fatal. \\'as Reraping for the machine; waH warue(l that roofwm1 loos«', hut, he
diRreganle(l thn warning ancl remained underneath. when picco of roof foll, crnsliing
ancl killing him.
,January 7, 189,v.-Fre<l Foreman (Belgian), miner, age 45, sing-lo; run over hy pit
cars; fatal. ,vas caught 011 the Hlope by a trip of carR and was found killed. Tlwro
was plenty of room for him to have allowe(l the trip to 1,asR him .
.Ja1111m·.'f 1:-l, 1897.-I•~. A. Kuowlton (American), driver, ago 21, single; kick<·d hy
mule; fatal. Was killed by mnlo kicking him in the hreast.

ALDEHSON SLOPE ~lINE NO. 1.

This mine bas a slope some 2,400 feet in length, which iR connecte<l
with slope mine No. 7, hereafter described. rrhe manner of loadi11gcoal from slope mines NoR. 1 and 7 Las been reversed Hince my last
report, the product of No.1 mine being ltaule<l to No. 7 mine an<l !muled
over a "Mitchell tipple." At about 1,500 feet from main entry on 1ifth
lift east, in mine No. J, a plane has been driven towards tlu.• crop of
coal, down which pla11e considerable coal is lianled. Mine is ventilated
by an lH-foot fan at the ltead of ventilating shaft east of slope. 'J'here
is a large compressor with a good system of piping, which fnrnisheH air
for mining- machines in this mi11c and alHo i11 mine No. 7. 'l1licse
mining machines are successfully operated and aRsiHt materially in the
ventilatiou of the miue and add to the Hatety of the minerH, as the
mining is more thoroughly done, tlrni-i leHseni11g the danger from windy
or blowu-out Hhots. 'l'liis mine is extrem~ly dry au,1 dusty and gin\s
off c011si<lera.ble fire <lamp.
Shot-firer:-. are employed and some 1-1pri11kling is don('. FirHt-mot iou
double e11gi11es, with l t; by ;30 inch cyli11ders and 8-foot drum, ar<· uRed
for hoisting·. Steam iH furnished by a battery of six boileri-i, whic-11
also furnish steam for fans, compresHori-i, and other machinery. A.\\'.
Breckcmi<lge ii-i miue boss .
. lcf'idn1!8

at Alrler>wn 8lope 1ni11e So. 1 d11riny the year ended .J1111c .'JO, 1sr,;v.

Nornmber 1 :, 189C.-Fal<·s Angnstus (Italian), shot lircr, age 3i\ 1uarri,•d; gar-1 rxplosion. Fin·d a wil)(ly 1;hot in break through between rooms 51 an<l i,2 which ignitc<l
gm1 ill room No. 52, sai,1 roo111 bei11gj11st wide1w11 ont an<l, h:tYh1,!{ no 1,reak througl1,
a littl,· gas acc11m11lated. Hnrnecl Oil foci' and hands.
lJr<'emher 15, J89t;'.-Er1 wanls ( 1·olorl'd), rope rider, age 2i, sing1,·; c·anght lwtwcPn
loaded car and roof; fatal. Was riding on loaded C'ar which was being pnlled out
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of switch. His head was caught by the roof, throwing him back on the car, squeezing him a,nd ornahing him so that he died soon after.
January 4, 1897.-Joe Cox (.A.merican) 1 fire boss, age 47, widower; T. C. Curry
(colored), machine runner, age 38, married; Simon Petty (oolored), machine runner, age 36, single 2 William Bishop (.A.merioan), machine scraper, age 22, singlej
Martin Roy (Scotch), driver, age 22, single; all fatal; gas explosion. Ro7 and.
Curry were burned and injured by being thrown against pit cars; Cox, Petty, and
Bishop were suffocated by afterdamp. This explosion appears to have originated
at room No. 13, on the seventh west entry, which entry was driven in about 700 feet
from main slope, and had on it fifteen rooms in all. This entry was the return air
way, and as break throughs were not made between 12, 13, 14, and 15, the ai t passel
the mouths of rooms 15, 14, and 13 and entered room 12 passing outward frODI
thence. The explosion occurred about 3.30 a. m. Cox had entered the mine about
2 o'clock in the morniu~ to examine the mine for gas and make cautionary marks
for the protection of miners, as was his duty. His body was found at the mouth of
room 12, which was about 35 feet from room 13. His Davy safety lamp was found at
the mouth of room 13. The top part of his Clanny safety lamp was found about 6
feet from the mouth of room 13, and the bottom part of the lamp was found about
midway between his body and the top part of the lamp. Roy and Curry were in a
trip of cars on the seventh west entry near room No. 2. Petty and Bishop were in
room No. 2, on the entry named. It would seem that the initial gas explosion was
followed by a coal-dust explosion, on account of the distance traveled, as gas explosions are usually local and do not extend to any great distance. The men killed,
with the exception of Co:x, the fire boss, wore a considerable distance from the origill
of the explosion.

ALDERSON SLOPE MINE NO. 7.
(Including Samples slope.)

The Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad Company having
acquired, during the past year, the property described in my last
report, under the head of the McAlester Coal and Coke Oompanyz._and
known as the" Samples slope," and the workings of slope mine ~o. 7
having broken through int.o the Samples mine, the two mines are
now operated as one by the Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad
Company. The machineri heretofore used for hoisting, etc., at the
Samples slope was removed, with the exception of the fan, which was
allowed t,o remain, which fan now ventilates both said mines. An
air shaft bas been sunk near No. 7 mine, and the fan referred t.o has
been placed at' the head of the air shaft. The coal is brought underground from the Samples mine to the foot of No. 7 slope, whence it is
hoisted to the surface by the machinery in use at No. 7. The slope of
No. 7 mine has been driven down two more lifts since my last report.
In this mine part of the coal is mined by machinery, the Ingersoll
machines being used, and in part of the mine hand labor is used. In
the portion of the mine where machines are in use, the men who load
coal from the machines fire the shots, which are fired at noon and
night. So long as care is used in seeing that the shots are not placed
in a<lvance of the mining, and small charges of powder are used, it
would seem that this system is reasonably safe, although I can not say
that I regard it as absolutely so, as men will become careless or disobey orders. No. 7 mine is provided with a pair of 24 by 36 double
hoisting engines with a battery of boilers. Escapement and traveling
. ways are kept in good condition, and the requirements of the law as to
ventilation are fully m~t. ~he tbicknes~ of this coal vein is about 3½
feet. Alex. Anderson 1s mme boss. There were five accidents at this
mine puring the past year, three of which proved fatal.
..4ccidnta at

.Hdir,oa ,lope •i•e S o. 7

""""11 the year Mded Ju.,uJ M, 1897.

,1 1896.-Hermann I r (OennanJ, miner, age 36, single\· fall of roof·
1
t I. Roof nad become l 11 f 111·'1 •., hot, cauelng piece of roof to fa.I close to f~
ot , tn.
11t "'''
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,Ja,i,uary 16, 1897.-Carl Calytus (Polander), miner, age 4-0, married; fall of roof;
fatal. Piece of roof fell without any warning and in a narrow place. Such accidents seem absolutely unavoidable.
Jain.uar'!/ 20, 1897.-W. H. Smith (American), miner, age 22, married; fall of roof;
fatal. Piece of rock fell from roof in narrow road way. This man went to bis work
at 6.30 a. m. and was found dead at 8 o'clock a. m. Either he failed to sound his
roof, as was his duty, or the rock fell (as they sometimes will) without warning.
Februa,•y 4, 1897.-Gail Fisk (American), miner, age 30, married; squeezed between
oar and rib of coal. Re was switching ca.re on slope and was caught as stated; was
injured on hip seriously but not fatally.
Febru.ary 6, 1897.-Joe Contraok (Polander), miner, age 32, single; premature
explosion of charge of powder. Was probably careless in tamping, when shot went
off, burning and bruising him, but not seriously.

Considerable coal was taken out of strip pits by the Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad Oompany during the past year.
I append hereto two letters from Superintendent Ludlow, giving the
production- and other statistics of the Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf
Railroad Company.
HARTSHORNE, IND. T., Jam1.ary 9, 1897.
DEAR SIR: The following is the tonnage of the mines of this company for the six
months ending December 31, 1896:
Alderson. • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 66, 311. 10
Hartshorne • . • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . . • . . . • • • • . • • • • • . . • . • . • • • • . • • • • • • . . • . . . • . 97, 688. 16
No. 2 •••••••• _. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 20, 880. 18
Strip pits... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 954. 06

Total _•••.••••..•• _• . • • • • . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • . . • . • • . • • • • 194, 833. 50
In regard to this tonnage, would state that the .Alderson mine was idle during the
month of August, changing from the old tipple to the new one at slope No. 7. No. 2
shaft was idle from March 23 until September 1. The following information I believe
you also desire:
Days • Daily
Number
worked. averaie, ofminers.

:Mine.

Alderson . ...............••.•...............•......................... .
Bartshome ••••••.•...•••••••••••••.••....•••.•.•••.•••••••••••.••.••..
No. 2 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Yours truly,

L. W.

Ton,.

106
88

230

625
l, 110

52

810
100

400

EDWIN LUDLOW,

8upm,ttendent of Mme,.

BRYAN,

Mifu IupBO'lor, South Mo.Alulet•, Ind. T.

HARTSHORNE, IND. T., July 7, 1897.
Sm: Below find statement of output and average number of mon employed
for six months ending June 30, 1897:
DEAR

Average
number
of men.

Mine.

It>~ 1·················· ············ ............................................ .

Output.

Tom.

Stripe ..•.....•••.•••••••••....•.•••.•••...•.•.•.••.•..••••••••••••••••....••.••..

123
(a)

65,898.60
88,956.14
22,991.14
4,447. ]9

Total ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

860

152,21n.13

8haft2 .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Yours truly,

a Contract.

L. W. BRYAN, Esq.,
U,ii,ed 8tatu MintJ lupde'lor, Sorlth Mc.J.'lester, Ind. T.

E.

822
415

LUDI.OW,

Superintendtmt of Mi,u,,.
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RULES GOVERNING THE MINES OF TUE CHOCTAW, OKLAII0:\lA A...,D GULP RAILROAD
COMPANY.

1. Miners or other workmen engage<l in the mines shall rea<l, and such as can not
read Rhall have these rules read to them, and all persons e11gage<l in the servfre of
the company mnst he g·overned by these rnles arnl regnlations.
2. All miners must be in tho mines before the 7 o'dock whistle blows in the rooming. Drivers nnrnt have their mules out of the stables an<l rea<ly for work an<l all
other company men must be prepared to start work when the whistle blows at 7
o'clo<'k.
3. Miners must be carefnl in buihling lumps of coal on their <'ars RO as to prevent
loss to both miners an<l company by coal falling off arnl causing \\To<·k on slope.
4. That when any grievance may arise, tho party haYing the grievmwe mnst tirHt
try an<l adjust it with the pit boss; shonl<l they fail to adjust it, they will rPfer it to
the snperintell(lent of mines, whoso decision shall be final.
5. Any employee feeling aggrieved in any respect must present his grievance to
the pit boss in person, arnl shall not stop ,vork by reason of any griernn<'e while the
matter is being adjnsted; and all matters shall ho adjuste<l outside of working hours.
6. That any person foun<l with tools or pow<ler belonging to another, or taking or
using tools or powder belonging to another without tho owner's consent, shall, for
the first offense, be fined $2.50, and for the secornl offense be <lischargetl; such tines
to be paid to the owner of the tools and collected at the compauy's otlfro. And any
person detected in changing ehecks on the pit cars shall be irnme<liately discharged.
7. All persons employed in the mines are strif'tly forbi<l<len to ri(le up or <lown the
slopes on the trips, an<l all men that may require to leaYe the mino while hoisting is
being clone mnst travel out the man ways.
8. l\liners arc strictly forbi<l<leu from going into tho next room for safety wh«>n
firing a shot, but are required to go to a safe <list.ance iu the entry, in order to be out
of all danger.
!l. Miners are strictly forbidden to fire a shot withont giving warning of their
intention to other workmen who may be near them, and must w:Lit until all are at a
safe distan<'e.
10. All miners must run their loaded cars down their rooms to tho parting, hut_11ot
out on the entry. 'l'he drivers shall pnll tho empty cars to the faco of the pttch
rooms. }liners to make height for 111ules.
11. In all the.mines, unless otherwise dcsignatPcl, the time for firing shots shall. 1,o
at 12 o'clock noon when half time is being worked, and 5 o'clo('k ov<•nin~ wh('I! 1111110
iA working three-quarters or foll time. Any employee detected in breaking th1H rnlo
Rhall have his turn stopped for the first offense, and for the secoml offense shall he
suspended for one week; for third offense will he <lis(·harged.
1:l. lt shall be the duty of every miner to keep his rnom or working place well
propped, in good order and repair, au<l keep it perfoctly sa.fe in ('\'cry way; a1Hl any
miner who shall willfully aml negligently or carelesRly suffer his room to' get out of
order and repair shall, upon reqnest, pnt same immecliatPly in r«>pair, and if he does
rn~t, the company will do tho work required and charge the crn~t of tho same to tho
DllllCr,

13. All miners causing falls of rock, either by carelessness or the re<'kless use <!f
powder, blowing out the timbers or <lamaging bratti<'e, will repair tho imme at their
own expense, or failing to do so the company will repair, an<l charge the cost of th(1
same to tlw miner.
H. When falh1 of rock tako place in working placef! that have heen properlr timbered, a n•aHonabl«· amount (to ho agreed npon hetwee11 tho pit bosH ai1d the mwers)
shall ho pai(l for cleani11g 11p the same; hut where tho falls occur through the blowing out of propH or c·ar,•l(•HH timbering no allowance will he made for J'(•pairing.
15. ln pla,·cs where roof is (langeronH, and snfli<'ient timher <>an not be procured,
it Rhall he tlH' dutv of the workman or tho minn to notifv tho pit boHs at on<'e arnl
stop work until tl1c ti111l1cr can ho ohtaitll'd. All timber ~tll(l railR will ho fnrnishe(l
l>y tlH' company to each working place at the point of clelivery of empty (':trH after
tho miu!'I' liaR ordn(',l the same.
16. All (lrinrs must take prop<'r <'are of their mnl<'s and any «lriver known to
ah1rne, 111istreat, 01' in_jllr(• his mnlcs in any way will be ,iischarge(l.
. li. The 1ire, hoss (in min~s wlwro gaH or_ fire ,lam~ is ge1wrate,l) or p<'rso11 ar~iug
rn that capa<·1t.,· i,;hall P\.amme evny workmg place 1n the morning lwfore an:v mmn
or employ.,,· has •·ntne«l the Hame, n11tl shall mark the dav of the month in somo
com1pic11011H pla("P with r·halk, which will ho proof that ho 'tias t·xamined th«' Rame,
a1~1l llll(ln 110 (·ir,·11111-.tanrl'.H must. ~ miner or other employcll 1•11tn a working pl1H'e
,v1th an open lamp aftN lH'mg not1fie(l not to do Ho or after Ji11di11g a warning notice
at the f'11tra11r1• of l1h1 working pla(•(•,
'
U( It will\~,· t lw d11t_,. _of th<' fir., hoss, wh"!1 he tin(lR Rtan,ling gas iu any working
place, to carclully dead hue tho same hy makm~ oue, two, or three crossn1 with chalk
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plainly on a piece of board; the number of crosses to signify the amount of ~as in
the working place. If the standing gas is in a room, he shall place the dead hue at
tho entrance to the same; if in an entry or air course, at a safe distance from the
gas. The fire boss shall then notify the pit boss, who will see that the gas is carefully removed, so as to avoid accident; and any employee who shall knowin~ly or
carelessly enter a place with an open lamp thus dead-lined shall be immediately
dischar~ed,
19. Mmers employed in places where explosive gas is generated shall be furnished
with a safety lanrp, and if for an;v cause they leave their working places for even a
short time, before reentering agam with an open lamp they shall :first try the place
with a safety lamp to see that no gas has collected during their absence.
20. No miner who has left the employ of the compnny, or who bas been discharged
from the same, shall be entitled to any pay or money due him until be shall have
put his room in perfect working order, as required by the company. All miners
leaving said employment will be required to :procure the certificate of the pit boss
that they have complied with the rule aforesaid before final payment or settlement
shall be made.
21. If any miner should leave an empty pit car in bis room overni~bt and the car
should be lost or destroyed by the caving in of the room or the flnng of a shot or
through any other carelessness, the full value of the pit car.shall be charged to him.
22. Any miner or employee who shall intentionally damage any signal bell or wire,
safety lamp, brattice1 air way or door, or open a door and not close it again, or <lo
anything by which the safety of the men or the mine may be endangered, shall be
promptly discharged.
•
23. In the event of death by accident in the mine, employees shall be allowed onehalf day for the funeral. In all other cases anr employee desiring to attend the
funeral of a fellow-employee or a member of his family shall be at liberty to be
absent himself for that purpose after notifying the pit boss but all other men shall
be at work as usual.
24. No person will be allowed to interfere with the employer's just right of employing, retaining, or discharging any person or .I!eraons whom the superintendent or
mine boss having charge of the mine may consider proper, or to interfere in any way,
by threats or otherwise, with the right of any employee to work in any way or upon
any terms and with whom he may think proper and best.
25. All powder will be delivered at the top of the shaft, after being ordered by the
miner, a.nd will be sent down by the company. The rope rider will be instructed to
deliver it at the proper entries, but ia no case will the company be responsible for
powder lost after it has been delivered at the entry marked on the powder keg.
26. Miners in mnking up charges or cartridges of powder must put their lamps on
the outside of their box. and not less than 5 feet therefrom. Any miner found making charges or cartridR;es of powder with his lamp burning on bis bead shall for
the first offense be suspended for three days, and for the second offense shall be
di charged.
27. All miners must carefully remove 11,ll slate from their coal while loading it into
their cars; anr miner sending out slate in his coal cars shall for the :first offense be
clocked 500 pounds, for the second 1,000 pounds, and for the third be suspended for
one week.
28. The whistle will blow at 7 o'clock in the evening when the colliery will not
work on the following day.
29. All employees who desire to absent themselves from work must notify the foreman under whom they work the day before. Anyone absent without permission will
for the first offense, be suspended three days, and for the second offense be suspend;!
one week, and for the third offense be discharged. All miners absenting themselves
three consecutive days without permission will be considered as having left the
employ of the company and their places will be assigned to others.
30. All miners are strictly forbidden from leaving their working places to enter
any vacant or nnoccupied place without permission of the foreman. Any violation
of this rule will be followecl by an immediate discharge.
31. Anyone detected violating any of tho above rules for which no ponalty is
named wilJ, for the first offense,l>e suspended threo days, for the second offense will
be suspended one week, and for the third offense will be discharged.
32. Any tenant of the company will be charged for any damage done to the house
he occµpies, and upon leaving it.e service, whether voluntary or by discharge, will
not be entitled to receive any part of the wages clue him nntil lie shall have vacated
the premises occupied by him aud presented the keys of the same at the office, and
the house bas been examined and amount of clamages deducted :from Jiis wages.
33. No meetings shall be held during the working hours of a hoisting day.
Ent.ering the employment of the company is understood to be an acceptance of
the foregoing rules.
EDWIN LUDLOW,

Superintendnt of Mif161.
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SOUTHWESTERN O0.AL .A.ND IMPROVEMENT COMP.A.NY.

O.ffecers.-William Bond, president, New York, N. Y.; Ira Fleming, superintendent,
Coalgate, Ind. T.; Ed. Henderson, mine superintendent, Coalgate, Ind. T.

COALGATE MINE NO. 4.

This mine has been considerably extended since my last report. The
shaft is 274 feet in depth and has a s1ope driven from near the foot of
the shaft, from which slope five lifts are being operated. At tile l1ead of
the slope is an engine for the purpose of hauling coal to the foot of the
shaft. A plane is also driven from near tbe foot of the shaft, which is
opened out to the crop of the coal, on which four lifts are operated, an
engine and boiler being stationed at the month, which lowers coal from
these workings to the foot of the shaft. Direct-acting double engines
are used for hoisting with 16 by 24-inch cylinders and 8-foot drum.
Steam is furnished for the machinery by a battery of four boilers.
. Ventilation is bad by a 12:foot fan at the air shaft, about 125 feet
distant from the main shaft, which fan has a capacity of 35,000 cubic feet
·of air per minute, which is ample for the requirements of the law. Air
course and traveling ways are kept in good condition. There are two
methods of ingress and egress in addition to the hoisting shaft, one
being about 600 feet from the main shaft, provided with suitable stairway, and the plane heretofore referred to.
The capacity of this mine is about 800 tons per day, and it gives
employment to 300 men. A small quantity of fire damp is produced
and shot-firers are employed. The requirements of the law are co~plied with. Theo. Creebo is pit boss. Three aecidents have occurred
in this mine during the past year, one of them of slight character and
none of them fatal.
.Accidents at Coalgate mine No. 4 during the year ended June 90, 1897.
Attempted to
cross shaft underneath descending cage, and was caught and seriously injured in
the back.
February 15, 1897.-Celeat-e Sandi (Italian), miner, age 48, married. FaU of rock
from roof while in the act of setting prop; slight injury.
April 9, 1897.-Thos. Edwards (American)1 driver, age 29, single. Caught by pit
car while letting it down pitoh; compound tl'acture oi right leg.
December 19, 1896.-M. Berthol (Italian), miner, age 26, married.

COALGATE MINE NO. 5.

During the past year the head house and engine house at this mine were
burned down. A new engine house and head house was built and other
substantial improvements were made. This mine bas been one of the
greatest producers in this Territory. The shaft is GO feet deep and has
a elope and plane from which lifts are turned. Ventilation is had by a
shaft sunk about 150 feet from the main shaft nnd equipped with a
12-foot fan having a capacity of 35,000 feet of air per minute, which is
ample for the requirements. Escape can be had by this ventilating
shaft, or byway of No. 2 mine, with which there is a connection. Necessary stairways, traveling ways, and all requisite means of escape are
afforded. This mine can produce fully 800 tons per day, and during the
past year has given employment to 300 men. A small quantity of fire
damp is produced. There was only one accident at this mine, which
was nonfatal. J a.mes Birrell is mine boss.
Accident, at Coalgate miae No. 5 duri,ag the year ended June MJ, 1897.
Dooember H, 1896.-Robert Mackey (American), topman, age 22, single. AttemptiQ
to g~!)n railroad car, hie foot slipped from brake beam onto rail and was crtiahecl
1 l>adlJ' ·• to 1u-ed amputation.
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F A.RRIMOND MINE.

This mine consists of a slope driven from the edge of a strip pit,
which slope is driven in four lifts and is ventilated by an air shaft provided with a stack. It has an escapement shaft on one of the south
entries, which is provided with a ladder. This mine is equipped with
a single hoisting engine with one boiler. A track has been put into
this mine during the past year, and coal is now loaded directly into the
Missouri, Kansas and Texas cars. There. has been one accident, and
this proved fatal. Joe Farrimond is mine boss .
.A.ooident at Farrimond ( Coalgate) mine d·uri-ng the year ended J,une 30, 1897.
October 18, 1896.-Sa.muel Mccutcheon (English), miner, age 33, single. Fall of
roof; fatal. A piece of slate fell from roof, without warning, while he was mining
off a shot, crushing him lifeless.

NEW MINE AT CO.A.LG.A.TE.

This mine, which was mentioned in my last report, is on a vein of
coal about 4½ feet thick. It has been extended several hundred feet, it
being the intention to drive this slope for a considerable distance and
then sink a shaft to meet it which will be the hoisting shaft. Proper
escapement and ventilation is prpvided. It is at present equipped with
a small single engine with upright boiler. As this mine develops it
will be fuUy equipped with good machinery, as it is the aim to make
t:his mine one of the largest producers. in the Territory. There have
been no accidents at this mine during the past year.
I attach hereto letters from Superintendent Fleming giving production and other statistics of the Southwestern Coal and Improvement
Company for the past year.
PARSONS, KA.Na., Ja-nuary 8, 1897.
I send you herewith a statement of the output of the Coalgate mines,
giving the amount of each mine and strip pit separate, also the average numbe1· of
men employed in. ea.oh mine, and the total number of days ea.ch mine worked for the
six months ending Deoember 31.
Trusting that the inclosed statement will meet your requirements, I am, yours
truly,
I. M. ~'LEMING.
Mr. L. W. BRYAN,
United States Mine I~tor, South, Mo.A.luter, Ind. T.
DEAR SIR:

Statement of operation, of Colgate mines /or the rix months ending December 81J 1896,
Mine.

Screened.

Tom.

No,4. •••...•..........•...............•...•.......••.
Noll ................................................ .
J!'arrimond .•••••••••••• .•.•••.•••••••••.•••••....•••.
Strip .•••.•.•••............•....•........••..•........

,, 0.11.10
69.20

Total • • •• • • • •• • • • ••• •• • • ••• •• ••••••••• •• • • ••• • .

1', 543. 70

2,729.26
7,714.16

Mine run.

Slack.

Ton,.

Tom.

Total.

74,518
524
'1, 790. 95
l, 579. 50
20,684. 36
1, 38'7. 80
10,187.40 ••••••••••••
147, 18', 70

8,471. 30

Tom.

77,766.25

61,003.60

28,083.25
10,256.60

166, 109. 70

.A.tJerage number of men mnployed and total ·number of day, worked.
Mine.

No. 4 ............................................................................. .
No.G ............................................................................. .
J!'arrlmond .••.. .•.••••••.•••....••.••••..••............••.•......••...•.•••.••••••.
Strip ...•..••••....•.......•....................•...............................•..
Total........................................................................

Number
of men.
300

290
80
45

w~:l:d.
118
1,

112
112

-----715 /········•
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PARSONS, KANs., July 6, 1897.
DEAR SIR: Complying with your request of a few days ago, I inclose herewith
statement concerning the o~erations of the mines of this company at Coalgate, Ind.
T. for the six months of this year ending June 30.
'fiusting this statement will set out the information you desire, I am, ·yours, truly,

IRA FLEMING.

Mr. L. W. BRYAN,
United States Mine In,pector, South .McA.leater, Ind. T.
Statement of operations of Coalgate n~ines for the six months ending June 301 1897.

Total.

Mine.

Screened.

No. 4........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . .. . . . ... . . .

32, 761.15

26, 759. 65

10,451.30
12,177.25
1,203.25

69,972.10
73,228.45
19,4'3. 20
5,869.45

Total...........................................

80,771.35

63, 910, 05

23,831.80

168,513. 20

Tom.

Mine rnn.

Tons.

~:~~~d:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~: m:!i ~g: ~:;: lg
Strip................................................. .. .... . .. .. . 5, 869. 45

Slack.

Ton,.

Pons.

.A:verage number of men employed and total number of day!) worked.
Mine.
No.4 .............................................................................. .
No.5 .............................................................................. .
l!'arrimond ................................... · .••.•••...•••..•••.•..•.•.••••••.•...
Strip .............................•..••.•.....••.••••..•.•...........•..............
Total ....................................................................... .

Number Dal.ta
of men. wor ec1,
310
325
80
45

103
U)O

98
98

760 ........ .

OSAGE COAL .A.ND MINING COMP.A.NY.

Officers.-Edwin Gould, preeident, New York, N. Y.; R. M. McDowell, Yi<' -p Psident and general manager, St. Louts, Mo. ; A. M. Fellows, general sales agent,
St. Louis, Mo,1 William Cameron, superintendent, Krebs, Ind. T.; T. W, Clelland, cashier, Krebs, Ind. T.
KREBS MINE NO. 10.

There is but little to add to my former report of this mine. The
workings have been extended. Coal is hoisted from the lower lift of
the slope and lowered from the upper lift of the plane. Capacity of
mine is about 400 tons and gives employment to about 200 men. Oars
are hauled up slope by engine at head of slope, steam being fu.rnished
by boilers on the outside. Cars on plane are operated by gravity.
Escapements consist of hoisting shaft, one of the ventilating shafts
which is provided with separate compartment and proper stairway,
and by means of old mine No. 7, the shaft of which is used as a venti•
tilating shaft. Ventilation is supplied by a 15-foot Crawford &
McCrimmou fan and a 12-foot fan of the same make, which furnish an
abundance of air to meet the requirements of the law. Good traveling
ways are kept and the air courses are in good condition. Hoisting
engines are ftrst motion double engines. 16 by 30 inch cylinders and
7-foot drum. Steam is supplied by a battery of five boilers for all the
necessary machinery. Upper and lower landings are provided with
1ates and the cages with overhead protection and safety catches. Shaft
1s 350 feet deep. Metal speaking tube is provided as required. James
Miller is mine boss. 'fhere have been no accidents at this mine during
the past year.
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KREBS MINES NOS. 11 AND 11-½,

With the exception of the ordinary extensions, and the fact that
additional mining machines have been put into these mines, they are in
about the same condition as last report ed. There are now in operation
5 electric Jeffrey cutter-bar machines and two independem cllain
breast electric machines. Tlle two mines are operated as one, the coal
being hoisted from No.11 hoisting shaft. :No. 11 is conuected with No.
11½ at a point on the main west entry of No. 11 mine, about 1,800 feet
from No. 11 shaft, a slope being sunk from ucar the foot of No. 11½
shaft, at the head of which is a hoisting engine which lowers the coal
produced in No. 11½ down the slope mentioned to tlle main west
entry of No. 11, whence it is liauled to No. 11 shaft.
No. 11½_ shaft is 230 feet deep, and is equipped with a large hoisting
engine furnished with steam by two boilers. Oage is provided with
approved safety catches and overhead covers, and is speciaJly used for
hoisting and lowering men and material, being constantly held in readiness for that purpose. This shaft has two fans, one running continuously, and the other held in readiness for emergencies. Each of these
faus has a capacity of 35,000 cubic feet of air per minute. Proper
pumps are kept in order at No. 11½ to keep that portion of the miue
clear of water.
No. 11 shaft is 470 feet deep. Cages are fitted with safety catches
and overhead covers. Electric power is furnished by a 13n-110rsepower
general electric dynamo, which dynamo is driveu by a 150-horsepower
Ideal steam engine.
There are two electric pumps and one steam pump in this mine. A
hoisting engine at the head of slope is used for hoisting coal from the
various entries in the mine turning oft' the slope, and a, plane engine
for lowering coal from the entries on the plane. The foot of the shaft
is lighted by electl'icity. Six boilers supply steam for alJ machinery.
Ventilation is abundant, being supplied by the fan at No. 112", and
also by.a fan at old mine No. 7. Air courses are kept in good condition and proper stairway is provided. Numerous guideboards indicate
the way of escape for the men in case of accident. Capacity of miuc is
800 to 900 tons per day and furnishes employme11t for about :150 men.
William Strong is mine boss. There have been 110 accidents at this
mine during the past year. All the requirements of the law are fully
met and no pains are spared to keep this mine in excellent condition.
McALESTER MINE NO. 5.

This is the mine to which I have referred in a former part of this
report. It was commenced during the year ciuled ,June :10, 18!l6, and
is now in successful operation, the workings havinp; exte11ded sufficie11tly
far to demonstrate the practicability of this, the long-wall system.
A mo11g the other merits of this system iR the reduction of danger from
tire damp, wi11dy shots, and other causes tu a minimum, if nut entirely
elimi11ating the danger.
Mr. Cameron's article on long-wall workiug will follow, to which is
appe11ded a map of the workings of this mine.
The shaft is 485 feet deep. Self.dumping cages with approved safety
catches and overliead covers are provided! Upper and lower la11dings
are provided with gates. Hoisting e11gines are first-motion double
engines with 16 by 28 inch cylinders and 8-foot drum. Steam is supplied by a battery of six boilers, each 60 inches by 22 feet, which fur-
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nish steam for hoisting engines, fan engines, pumps, conveyors, electric
dynamo, dynamo engine, and other machinery. Ventilating shaft and
esoap~ent, with a 15-foot Crawford & McOrimmon fan, furnishes
abundant air, and proper stairway is furnished for escap0 of men;
traveling ways are in good condition. Metal speaking tube and a11
other requirements of the law are provided.
Coal is mined by two Sperry electric long-wall mining machines, the
necessary power being generated by a 175 horsepower WestinghouM
dynamo, driven by an Ideal engine with 16 by 16 inch cylinder, tltt
dynamo and engine house being furnished with the latest improve-ments for indicating the power, etc., of the electric machinery, with
switch boards, rheostat, insulating brackets, Westinghouse round-dial
ammeter, and Weston round-dial volt-meter, mounted on marble slabs.
This mine has a capacity of about 800 tons per day and employs about
150 men. H. H. Bosley is mine boss. The only accident occurring ti
the mines of the Osage Ooal and Mining Company occurred at tJdl
mine, as follows:
. tl.ccidents at Osage Coal and Mini-11g Company's mine No. 5 during the year ende4 June t/0,
1897.

February 91 1897.-Wallace C. Williams (colored)1 cager, age 28, married,fatal. He
was engageCl as cager at Mine No, 5. About 3 o'clock
p. m. on the day named, while
waiting fo1· coal to come to bottom to be caged, be said to the assistant cager.that
he would wash oft' cage. He started to go across cage, when the cage starle41, and
was caught between the bottom of cage and door head, killing him. Williama waa
violating a well-known rule of the company when he was killed. The engineer
states that proper signal was given to hoist, and he is su:pported by another man
who heard tho signal.

The Osage Coal and Mining Company also operate a number of slope
mines in this locality, as follows:
Homer slope, north of old mine No. 7. This has been extended some
during the pa.st year. Hoisting engine is single geared, 40 horsepower,
horizontal, tubular fire-box boiler. There are two air shafts for ventilation, one of them being fitted up as escapement, with ladder.
Clelland and Scrimminger slope mine is about 3 miles northeast from
Krebs, Ind. T. This mine is equipped with single-hoisting engines and
fire-box portable boiler. Ventilation is had by air shafts and furnaces.
Escapement is had by traveling way driven to the crop of coal.
Frank Oarley slope mine, southeast of mine No. 10. Single-boistiIW
engine and boiler. .Air shaft with furnace and stack. Product ts
hauled by tramway to mine No. 10 switch.
Church and Watkins slope, north of No. 5 mine, on crop of coal.
Has been driven one lift with rooms turned off slope, and is now down
far enough for another lift. Ventilation is by shaft, which furnishes
natural ventilation. Hoisting engine is 40 horsepower, with boiler and
6-foot drum. Escapement is by shaft, 250 feet from mouth of slope.
The Osage Coal and Mining Uompany are putting in effect a complete
set of rules for the government of their employees. Most of these rules
have been in force for some time past. Mr. Cameron has furnished me
with advance sheets, which I append hereto. I also append letters from
Mr. Cameron, giving statistics of their production, etc., and also the
article on long-wall mining referred to, which Mr. Cameron wrote in
response to special request by me for such an article.
The rules hereto appended are to be handed to every employee and
a copy of said rules will be posted at the mines and other public places.
. notice, copy of which I also append, will be posted, warning men of
the exi.-tiug dangers incident to these mines, and cautioning them to
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carefully observe the necessary rules for the protection of life and
property.
KREBS, IND, T., January [l,-1897.
BRYAN, Esq.,
United StateB Mine Inspector, South McAleBter, Ind. T.
DEAR SIR: As requested in yonrs of January 1, I herewith send you a statement
of the output, average number of men employed, amount of powclet· uMed, number
of mining machines in use, :incl coke mannfaetnred, etc., by the Osnge Cou.l aud
Mining Uompany, at Krebs, Ind. T., for six months ending December 31, 1896.

L. W.

Screened lump coal:
Mine No. 5 ..............•.........•....•.••........•••...
Mine No. 10 .....................••.......................
Mine No. 11 .......................•.............•........
Slope mines ..................••...••••..•......•.........

Tone.

Tons.

10,873.15
24,113.70
29,745.90
19,204.80
83, !}37. 55

Mine rnn C',oa,l :
Mine JS' o. 10.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
Slope mines.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 996. 35
800. 10

Egg coal:
Mine No. 5.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 4, 021. 05
Mine No. 11... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . 12, 724. 90
Nnt coal:
Mine No. 5 .....................•••....•••......••••......
Mine No. 10 ...................................•..........
Mine No. 11 ...............••..........••......•••........

384.30
486.45
1,858.95

Slack coal:
Mine No. 5 .••......•...•.•.•••....•.•.•.......•....•.•...
Mine No. 10 ............................................. .
Mine No. 11 ....•..............•••.......••••.............
Slope mines ....••...••••....••..•••..•.•••..••••.••••....

865.05
6,173.20
6,951.65
686.15

Washed pea and nut .......•...........................................

2,796.45

16,745.fJ5

2,729.70

14,656.05
I,496.80-

Total.... . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122, 362. 50
Washed lump coke....................................................

3,106.90

Powder 1,sed.

Kegs

Saltpeter powder . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 782
Soda. powder...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 351
Total ............................................••................... 4,133
.At,erage nunib,·r men emploJJl'd.
Miners......................................................................
Laborers:
Underground . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Above ground . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .

220
150

Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

730

360

Mining machineB in 1,se.
At mine No. 5, two Sperry electric long.wall machines; at mine No. 11, fiv~ .Jef.
fery electric cutter-bar machines; a.t mine N°' 11, two '• Independent" cha.in.breast
electric ma.chines. Total number of ma.chinos in use, 9.
Average time worked.
Mine No. 5 worked 130 daye; average per· month, 211 <la.vs. Mine No. 10 worked
84 da.ys; average per month, 14 days. Mine No. 11 worked 90 da.ys; average per
month, 15 days. Slope mines worked 99 days; average per month, 15 days.
Yours, truly,
WILLIAM CAMERON, Superintmtdent.
INT 97-MIS-37
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KREBS, !ND. T., July 7, 1897.
Esq.,
United States Mine IWJ]>6ctor, South Mc..d.lest61', Ind. T.
DEAR.SIR: .A.s requested in yours of Jane 26, I herewith send you a statement of
the output and average number of men employed by the Osage Coal and Mining
Company, at Krebs, Ind. T., for six months ending June 30, 1897, also amount of
powcler used, coke manufactured, etc., for same period, with notes regarding electricmining machines in use at Miues Nos, 5 and 11, and the operating of Mine No. 6 by
the loug-wall system.
Tons.
Screaned lump:
Mine No. 5 • _. _••.• __ •. • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • 17, 243. 05
Mine No. 10 ••••••••••••..••••.•••••..••••..••••.•.•.•••••• 13,726.50
Mine No. 11 .••••••.••••.••••..•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• 23,186
Slope mines .••.•••...•••••.....••••.....•.•.••.••••.••••.. 13, 749. 70
- - - - 67,905.25
Mine run:
638.80
Mine No. 10 .•••••••••..•••••••••••••.••••.••••.•••••.•••..
250.25
Slope mines .•••••.••.•••••••...•••••..••••.••••...••.•.••.
889.05
Nut coal:
545.50
Mine No. 5 ••••••••••••••• ::. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
916.80
Mine No. 10 •••.•••••••••..•••.••••••••.•.•.••••...•.••.•••
Mine No. 11 •••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•••••.•••••• 1,012.20

L. W.

BRYAN,

----

2,474.50

Slack coal:
Mine No. 5...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Mine No. 10. •• • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . • . . . • . • . . • • • . • • • • • •
Mine No. 11. •••• •.•• •••• .••• •••••. •••• •••• •••• ..•. .••• ••••
Slope mines...............................................

1, 241.15

2,376.45
4, 150
4,517.50
- - - - 12,285.10
Washed pea and nut . . . • • . . . • • • . • • • • . . . . • . . • • • . . • . • • . . . . • • • . . . • • • • . • • • • .
352. 50

Total . . . • • . • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • . . . . . • • • • . . . . • • • . . • . . . • • • • . • . • • • • . . • . • • . 83, 906. 40
Washed coke ............................................................ 6,194.15
Average number of mtin employed, 745; number of kegs powder used, 2,440; 34.38
·tons coal mined for each keg of powder ustld.

Electric coal-mining machines in use.
At mine No. 5, two Sperry lon~•wall ma.chines; at mine No.11, two Independent
chain•breast machines; at mine No.11, five Jefferey cntter•bar ma.chines; total, 9.
We produce egg grade of coal at mines Nos. 5 and 11, which is included with the
lump coal in the above table. We had one accident during the six months, which
proved fatal. Total number of tons coal mintid for each a.ocident, 83,906.40.
A. CHAPTER ON THE MINING OF COAL BY THE LONG-WA.LL SYSTEM, WITH REMA.RU
AS TO ITS OPERATIONS, AT MINE
COAL A.ND MINING COMPANY.

No. 5,

KREBS, IND.

T.,

OPERA.TED BY OBA.GS

In the system of working by long-wall the whole of the coal is extracted at one
operation, the roof being allowed to come down a!ld settle on the gob, or deb~
'J)acked into the vacancy left by the extraction of the coal as the operations proc~
This is the prin,iple of long-wall work, and whatever form the system may assume
it should be strictly followed throughout. It is well known that the mode of carrying out the system may be made to vary widely and it is equally well known that
wide variations may be frequentl,: called for by t.he different conditions which almoet
invariably exist in different localities. Long.wall is susceptible of far greater modifications of detail than almost any other s.,·stem that could be rut into practice.
This feature constitutes one of its great merits by enabling the sistew to adapt itself
to t.be varied requirements of different localities, and has contnbuted largely to it&
wide and rapid extension in districts where it has been given a thorough test. Int.o
thNie modifications and details I will not enter, but shall confine myself to the plan
adopted and carried out in opening out Mine No. 5, heretofore referred to.
_It mnst be und.,ratood that the qneslion of modifying a l.'ystem to adapt it to any
gtv«>n "1188 can only be treated iu a general manner. The exact form that the system
shall auome, and the particular mode in which it shall be applied, are questioDI
tbat must be left to the ,judgment of the auperintendc,nt or officials in charJe.
Neither the cholce~i:3stem nor that of the method by which It shall be earned
ont ~ to be dete
abeolutel1 b1 general conalderatlona, by chance, or by
caprice.
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Besides general considerations, local circumstances must be taken into ful.. account.
The chief of these will be the thickness of the seam, its inclination, the nature of
the roof and floor, the extent of the area to be worked, the existence of faults, the
inflections of veins, its ~aseous character, the existence of material for packing, the
vacancy left by extraction of the coal, the state of surface and the depth of workings below it, and a host of other circumstances too numerous to mention.
The importance of each of these circumstances must be accurat-ely appreciated,
and a system and a methocl of ap:plying it chosen in general accordance with them.
To do this successfully the supermten<lent must polsess wide and accurate knowledge, keen discernment, and at least a fair share of inventive skill.
'fhe ultimate object of all the methods and expedients ado:r,ted in mining is to
obtain tho greatest possible quantity of coal in the best possible condition and at
the least possible cost, and as the question nnder consideration greatly affects the
physical conditions of the product of a vein and the amount of labor expended
thereon, it is obvious that 1t bears directly and in an important degree upon the
attainment of that object.
Regarded from the point of view of production only, irrespective of other considerations, the question presents itself in a twofold aspect, relating, on the one hand,
to a reduction of the waste, and, on the other, to a reduction. of the amount of labor
required. By waste is understood the small coal or slack which in some cases is
utterly worthless and is left in the mine; in other cases, of a small value, is raised
and sold at small prices.
It will appear from the foregoing statements that, in order to attain the object of
producing the coal in the best possible conditions, every effort must be directed to
the a]tering of these proportions in favor of the larger coal, and that reduction is
essentially needed in the proportion of "smalls," which is often raised at an absolute
loss, and seldom at a profit.
It may here be briefly stated that the great advantages of the lon~-wall method
are simplicity of plan (and consequently of ventiln.tion) and the entire removal of
all the coal, added to which, under most circumstances, are greater safety to the men
and a larger proportion of 1ump coal in comparison to small or slack, a matter which,
considering the prices, is of vital importance in the selection of the mode of working.
It should be added that it is only by the long-wall system that very thin veins
can be profitably worked-in some instances coal veins of one foot in thickness have
been operated successfully by this system, und veins varying in thickness up to 30
feet have also been successfully worked by this method· however, the vein being
operated in Mine No. 5, being only four feet in thickness, f shall consider it as being
claeeed in the thin veins. (What is termed thin veins are veins which range from
1 to 4 feet in thickness.)
Operations in sinking No. 5 mine were begun on the 6th day of June, 1895, and
were carried on continuously by two 10-hour shifts in each 24 hours, until coal was
reached on the 28th day of November at a depth of 480 feet below the surface. After
the completion of the sinking of the shaft and the erecting of permanent head-gear,
dynamo and engine, etc., we proceeded to drive the entries by an Independent
chain-breast mining machine run by electricity. 'fhe two level entries were run
east and west about 300 feet on each side of the shaft, a slope being driven down
from the west entry a distance of 80 yards, this slope ht,ing located 100 feet west of
the bottom of the shaft. A plane was also driven from the main east entry to the rise,
about 80 yards, both slope and piano bein~ operated by engine power. A glance at
the attached sketch of the workings of mme No. 5 will show the position of same,
thus leaving a solid block of coal around the shaft a distance of about 100 yards in
every direction, this being considered ample to secure the shaft against any squeeze
or preasure that might result from the operations of the lon~-wall. This block of
coal may, at the first Jtlance, seem Jarge, but when it is ta.ken mto consideration that
it cau be as easily and as cheaply extracted after the mine has been worked to its
boundary as at any time, and at the Kamo time doubly insuring the safety of the
hoisting shaft from any possible interferenct, by the subsidence of the strata overlying that part of the mine where the coal bas been taken out (which in many
instances has occurred owmg to too small a block being left), I think that the wisdom of the leaving of thiK large block will be easily seen. Upon the completion of
this entry work I started to drive a circle, working to the right and left of each
entry, ~lane, an<l slope. Upon the completion of tliis circle the distance around it
was a little over 2,300 feet.
A gl~ce at the attached sketch will show how the branches were tumed and the
manner m which they aro being driven. The clistance from center to center of each
roadway in branches is about 35 feet.
All of the details for the sinking of this mine and the manner of laying out entries,
driving the circle, and starting out the long-wall were arranged long ero I started
to sink the shaft1 and every detail has been carried out j118t as it was arranged.
The weihod aa.opted here is somewhat similar to the method generally in practice
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in districts where the long-wall system is successfully carried out in this country,
such as Braidwood, Ill.
The necessity for branches every 35 feet is caused by the fact that there is no debris
or foreign matter in the coal to fill up the vacancy left by the removal of the coal,
all such material being obtained from blasting down the roof on entries and branches,
the roof in them being blasted down to a height of ~t to 3 feet, which furnishes sufficient material to build pack walls of sufficient breadth to resist the pressure of the
roof.
This is the first mine operated on the McAlester vein at any depth by the longwall system. It had been tried several years ago in new No. 8 mine (which wasleu
than half the depth of mine No. 5) and was abandoned after three or four months'
test, the results not being satisfactory. Probably the unsatisfactory results arose
from the prejudice of miners and some of the under officials against the system.
It may be stated here that on starting out the long-wall system at Mine No. 5 the
prejudice and ~pposition was of considerable magnitude. Nearly all of the moat
experienced miners predicted its failure, and we had the adverse criticism of nearly
every superintendent and mine foreman in the Indian Territory. It required considerable fortitude in the face of all this to proceed with the undertakin~. Nevertheless the work was began, and, as ·stated, was carried out as per previoue plans
and arrangements, and up to date the results obtained are most gratifying to all concerned in the undertaking.
The prejudice shown by miners and others against this system is another proof _of
how people who have been long accustomed to one system will become wedded to it,
and honestly believe that any innovation on the old system will be a, failure-. However, therearenowvery few of these early critics that have not changed theirminds,
and nearly every one is beginning to realize that it is possible to work the McAlest.er
vein by the long wall system.
It may be interesting to some to give a short description of how the coal is mined
and the advantages gained by this method compared with the old method of room
aml pillar.
As heretofore stated, when the circle was completed we had a face of over 2,300
feet. The coal along this face is undercut by two Sperry long-wall mining machines.
They undercut the coal on an average of 2 feet 6 inches deep, and each one tra vele along
the face on au average of over 300 feet in ten hours. In some places this coal bas to
be shot down, while in other places the weight of the superincumbent strata
breaks it down without the use of powder; however, the danger of shooting in
breaking down th~ coal is, in this mine, reduced to a minimum, owing to the charge
used for each blast being reduced to one-twelfth the charge that is used in hand
labor to produce equal amounts of coal.
This in itself is a great gain, as all the disastrous explosions that have occurred
at this place have resulted from excessive charges of powder being used in blasting
down the coal. In fact, the disastrous explosions that were so frequently resulting
from the excessive charges of powder used in blasting the coal was the principal
reason that caused us to seek some other system, whereby there would be great.er
safety to life and propert1. This, beyond a doubt, has been accomplished, as we have
never had the slightest mdioation of a "windy" or blown-oat shot during the ten
m,,nths' operation . . Another advantage is the smaller percentage of slack in the
coal from this method of working. When the coal is mined by hand the percent•
of slack under the most favorabfe conditions is 30 per cent, while the percentage of
slack in long-wall coal does not exceed 15 per cent; furthermore, the condition of
lump coal produced from long wall is much better than that produced by hand labor,
owing to the smaller charges of powder used in this system. The lamp coal is not
shattered and cracked to the same extent, and consequently stands handling and
transportation much better.
The ventilation by this mode is continually sweeping the working face, and men
are at all times free from worry and annoyance regarding that dangerous element
(fire damp), which is a continual menace to them in room and pillar work, where
it is very difficult to make the air current sweep the working face at all times.
Another thing which should not be lost sight of is the fact that this long wall haa
been worked for nearly a year and no accident hae occurred further than a mere
scratch, auch as would occur at almost any kind of work. This alone, I think,
proves a greater 1afety for the workmen by this syatem. When we atarted the longwall macbinee, as before stated, the circle was about2,300 feet in length and averaged
something like 25 feet in width from solid coal to face. Now tlie coal baa been
extracted until the circle is about 2,900 feet in length and 150 feet in width. The
wbo]t, of thi1 coal having been extracted, leavee the soperincombent strata to be
aupportec\ on gob or ~ack alls that have been pot in. The roof is an ar~illaceona
1late, rather hard, ,nth a teodenoy to he brittle. However, it baa 1ubs1ded mod
evenly, t l11 11obeldenee being alow ancl continuons, the preeeure having squeezed the
gub wall down to abuut one.half their oriaiJlal height, or from a height of 4 feet
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to a height of 2 feet 3 inches. Thus it has almost reached its limit of subsidence,
as one.half the full height, where the workings are gobed as they are here, is considered the full limit of subsidence.
In estimating the quantity of material required to gob the space made by the
extraction of the coal and the source from whence ii will be drawn, it is nece88ary to
consider the increase in bulk which every mineral undergoes on being broken up. I
find that Geor~e G. Andre, 1'1 • G. 8., gives the ratio between the volumes of equal
weights of solid and broken shale as 1: 1.60. Considering that it is impoBSible to
gob perfectly tight to the roof, and that space must be left for roadways, it may be
fairly aAsumed tbat for every cubic yard of coal extracted it requires about one-half
cubic yard of slate to fill up the space previously occupied by the coal. As before
stated, this is all taken from the roof of the entries and branches and from the cleanin~ and dre88ing of the sides of roadways where the subsidence has tu.ken :r;>lace. By
this means we have no difficulty in procuring the necessary dirt to gob with.
We will now consider the pressure that the fob has to sustain from the overlying
strata and its influence on the face of the coa to the rise and dip of the shaft. By
determinations we find the specific gravity of the roof to be 2.6. Thus we ind that
the maximum pressure at the bottom of the shaft, which is 480 feet deep, is 78,000
pounds per square foot. A88uming the surface to be a plane, we find that at the face
of the coal in the slope its depth from"the surface is 577 feet; hence the maximum
pressure that can ever arise at this depth is 89,000 pounds per square foot. The
face of the coal on the plane or to the rise of the shaft is 412-h feet below the surface
and the maximum pressure that can come upon gob at this depth can never exceed
67,000 pounds per square foot. Notwithstanding this great difference of pressure at
the two points last mentioned, we find that in the plane, where the preBSure is 22,000
pounds per square foot le88 than that in the slope, the coal breaks readily from the
pressure that it is subjected to, while in the slope the coal in nearly every instance
has to be broken down by light charges of powder. This seeming inconsistency is
explained from the fact that the pressure of the roof upon the coal is in two directions-one perpendicular to plane of the vein and the other parallel to it. The force
parallel to the plane of the vein assists in breaking down the coal in the workings to
the rise of the shaft, while in the slope the con verse is true.
The inclination of the vein in No. 5 is 10015'; hence the component of the vertical
p1'e88ure acting along the p]ane of the coal will be considerable. The roof breaks
even with the face of the coal every mining that is made with the machine, and to
men inexperienced in this kind of work looks dangerous, but after a few monthst
they become accustomed to this seeming phenomena, and the fact that no one has
been injured during the ten months' operations proves that there is no extraordinary
danger, but rather greater safety. The conditions existing in the floor of this mine
are of the most favorable character for long-wall operations. It is a hard silicious
fire clay, and is not influenced in any way by water or pressurfl from overlying strata.
It will no doubt be interesting to many, especially to the authorities of the Choctaw
Nation a.ud the indi vidua.l owners of coal claims, to learn the a.mount of rdyalty paid
on an acre of Qoal, working by the room and pillar system, which has been in vogue
for over twent;r years in tliis district, antl the new or long-wall system, which has
been in operation at Mine No. 5 for the past ten months.
The following table shows that the Choctaw Nation and individual owners of coal
claims derive from an acre of coal worked by room and pillar syst&m the sum of $600,
while from an a.ere of coal extracted by the long-wall system they derive $1,154,
thus showing that they realize a little more than 92 per cent increase of roya\ty over
that paid wlien coal is worked by the room and pillar system.
ComparaU111 table 1'/unomg the amount of royaley paid by O,age Coal and Mining Company
per acre of coal area too,·ked out br the room cmd pillar and long wall ,y,tem,.

Syst.em.

---------and pillar·······-····
Room

Long wall • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

0f
Total
.. _
ber D1UD•
of Total nnm- A. monn t ~ .cuuonn$
available her of toni, ,dack _pro- lump coal
tons per
obtained. duced (ht obtained
acre.
ton11),
(ID tone).

~

---

7,296

Cl', 864
7, 296

7, 21M1

--

bl,469

o 1, ON

a, 405

I, 202

Number
buabeleofl Ro,yal ty
obtained at paid at I
85 pounds
cent per
per bn11bel. bnebeJ.

---

80,118

145, 9'l9

-

$600. 88

1. 15'. 46

----------'----aAmonntofcoal left in the mine for pillara in room and pillar eyatem-=-one-third available amount.
b Amount

or alack made by room and pillar 11y11tem

o A.mount ol' 11laok

30 per cent.
made by long-wall 11y11tem= 15 per cent.

By determination the &peciftc gravity of the coal was found to be 1.34.
As baa already been stated, the room and pillar &ystem earns for the owners of coal
claims the handsome sum of $600 per acre o( coal area worked, but when we glance
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at the earnings per acre from tbe Jong-wall system and find that there is nn increase
of 92 per cent, liringing the royalty paid per acre for long-waJI work np to the almost
fabulous sum of $1,154 per acre (it may at least be considered fabulous wben it is
taken into com,ideration that in Arkansas, Kansas, and Missouri coal lands, including purooase of surface, vnries oqly between the limits of from f25 to $100 per acre,
arnl occasionally tracts are bought as low as $15 per aere).
It sbonld be readily understood by coal operators, and more especially by the
Choctaw authorities, of what great importance it is to encourage tLis mode of working coal vei11s in the Choctaw Nation.
It seems to the writer of this chapter that the figures show plainly that a substantial reduction in royalty is called for. No doubt, by the nation throwing out encour-

ag-Pment to thr opnators (hy rerl,wtion of ro-'alty ), thiH sp1tem would hP<'onw 11m<'h
111orP com1uo11, thereby Havi11g- their <·oal aucl 1•nri<'l1ing- th1•ir 1·ountry to a large
ext1•nt.
\\'itlro11t Pxcrrtli11g- tho li111it8 of a papt•r likP this it woulcl lw imposRihl1• to 1hnll
npon tllf' 1fotails 11/' tllf' ,·ariom1 kill(IH of lo11g--wall work. How1·vn, J trust that
what I havP writte11, while i11tP111letl 111ai11ly to 1·ou,·1·y 801110 i11formatio11 n•~anli11gth1• oprrati'.1118 of thP lo11g--wall sy1-1tP111 in ~liilf' Xo. r,, ma_\·, 11Pverth1·l<'s~, 1·011tai11
111atte1 K of 111ten•-.t for 111incr-. ancl otliPrH i11tt-re8tf'1l in mining. If thiH c•n•l ha-; lll'Pll
ac,·~n11pliHhe1l l slrnll feel amply repaid for tho lahor arul ti1111· I have HfH'llt 011 this
article,.
\\'ILLIA:\I CA~IKIWS,

Supcri11te111frnt.

COAL MINER IN THE INDIAN 'l'ERRITORY.
RuLEs GOVERNING THE MINES OF TIIE O8A<m COAL AND MINING
THE KREBS, brn. T., DISTRICT.

5R3
COMPANY IN

DUTIES OF FIRE BOSSES.
RULE 1. Each fire boss shall ent<>r the mine heforp the men have entered it, and
lwforo procee<ling to examine tlrn same he Rhall Ree that the air <·nrrent is tra,·eling
i11 its proper course; and if he finds the air traveling- properly, ho shall then proceed
to examine the workings.
RULE 2. Ile shall not allo-w auy p<'rson, except. those dnly anthorizPd, to enter or
remain in any part of the mine throngh which a <langero11s acc11mnlation of gas is
ueing passed in the ventilating cnrrPnt from any othPr part of tho mine.
RULi~ :-3. On entering the minP in tiw morning hl'fore the men ha,·e entc>rc·d, he shall
proceed to examine the same and mark all rooms or working places in the following
mauner:
The day of the month thns:
:30
indicates that inspP<'tion has lwen m:ulP and
that the room or workinl-{ place is fr<'e from 1iro damp.
Two large crosses, with tho day of' the month lH'tween them, thns:
x :50 X indicates the presence of 1ire clamp and extreme dcmf/<'1'. ThPRl! marks mnst he made on a
cap piece or other timber and laid in the roaclway at month of room or Pntranc<' to
working place.
RULE 4. After complete examination has been rnaclo he shall proceecl to the hottom
of the shaft and Rigual to the engineer that the workrne11 may now descend the
shaft. In mines where thero are more than one lire boss, each fire boss Rhall allow
only Ruch men as work in the portion examined hy him to pro<·Pod to tlwir working
places, ancl shall detain all others nntil tho arri,·al of' tlw tire boss who has examined their working plac<~H. Should he have found e:q1losi\'1' gas or lire damp in any
of the working places, hi' shall pnsonally notify th1· rnen working in such pl:wes as
to tho clanger and warn them not to pro<·ePd to work until IH· has removed tho clanger. After 11ot1f,ring the men working in places w!H·re he has clis<·o,·ered fire damp,
it wi11 he his duty, as speedily as possihl<·, to tak<· tho ne1·essar,v steps to remove the
fire damp and render the places 1mfe for work; he will then 11oti(y cnch man that
hii,; place is now free of tire damp. In re111ovingthe fire damp, it will 110 his duty to
H<·e that the gas so removed will not bP ('arriecl on to naked lights in tho return
ainvay.
R1:LE 5. It will be hiR special duty, at all timeR, to sec that tho air is moving in
the proper manner; to look out for falls in air courses ancl to remove them, if possible. Shon Id tho fall or falls he too large for him to remove personally, he will notify
the mine boss, whose duty it will be to as,-;ign snfhcient force to have them removed
as speedily as possible.

RuLF: 6. As quantities of explosive gas or fire damp are gPnoratecl in these mineR,
the miner will take special car1·, in entcri11g his room or working place, to notico tho
cautionary marks made for his protection, th<' marks heing made on a cap pi,~co or
other timber laid in the roadway at mouth of room or entrance to working place, the
marks being as follows:
The day of the month thus:
30
iuclicates that iusppction has been m:ule and
that the room or working pla<'e is free from fire: clamp.
Two large <·rosi;<•s, with the day of tho month lwtw<'cn them, thus:
X 30 x
indicates t,he presenc1• of fire damp-crfre1111· dan!fer. In casP the mark indicates the
presence of fire damp, the workman shall not, under any circ11mHtanc·eH, eutn ,mch
room or working place until tho fire hoss haR again i11spec·tNl and rendered t,he place
safP.
Rn,E 7. Tlw miner Rhall Pach day examine his working place hefore beginning
work. and take clown all dangerous Rlat,P or otlwrwiso make it safe hy propnly tim1 Ning the ~ame before ,·om11wncilll-{ to dig or load coal, arul he ,-;hall at all times he
,·t·ry careful to keep his workinl-{ pla<'fl inn Rafe conclitio11 cluri11g working honrR.
H 1·1.E ~. Should lw at any tim<' find hiH pla<'<' lwco111ing da11g·erous from a11y nnusnal
c•orHlition that may have ariHen, he shall at 011c1i cease working and inform the mine
boss or his aHHiRtant of such clanger.
Rn,K B. Every minn !!hall orclPr props, Pap, pie<'PR or other nP<'Pssarytimb<>rR from
th<· clrin•r who brings him his cars. Tire miner shall alway,-; keep on hancl a sufliciPnt
quantity of propR, cap pie<·es, all(] otlH·r nPcPHsary timherH, and shall order the !lame
in advance, so that the clrivPr may have time to bring them. :--hould tho min<'r, from
an,v cans<', have no props or other nPceHsary timlH'rs 011 hand, Ju· ,-;hall immediately
cease work, vaPato his working place, and report tlw fact to tho mino hoRR.
Rl'LE 10. All <·oal m11st h<' undercut at )past:.! frpt in rnoms, and no !!hot to he
placed so the point of the· shot or an,,· part of the powder shall be more than 4 feet
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from the face or more than 2 feet beyond the undercutting. All entries or other
narrow work under 12 feet wide to be undercut to full depth of holes drilled for
blasting.
RULE 11. In case timbers are blown ont, causing falls at the working face, owing
to the negligence of the miner, he will be required to clear t1uch fa.Ile at his own
expense. The company will only assist where the roof was known to have been
ba<l or there was no negligence shown on the part of the miner.
RULE 12. Any miner loading "bony'' coal or any foreign matter with his coal
shall for the first offense be suspernled one day; for a, second offense be suspeodf)d
one week, and for the third offense shall be discharged.
DUTIES OF DRIVERS,

13. When a driver has occasion to leave his trip, or when his trip from any
cause is stopped anywhere excapt at a regular station, he must see that it is left,
when possible, in a safe place, secure from cars or other dangers or from endangering drivers or trips following, and if the trip is left in a main hauling way he mnst
l'O back and notify approaching drivers, if any, of the existing obstruction, that
they may be enabled to Mtop t.heir trips and avoid collisions.
RULE 14. The driver mast take great care in taking his trip dow;n grade to have
the sprags so adjusted that he can keep the cars under control and thus prevent
accidents.
HuLII: 15. On receiving orders from workmen for props, cap pieces, or other necessary timbers, the driver will bring the sam0 with all possible dispatch, and in case,
for any reason, they can not be obtained, he will report the fact to the, workman 110
ordering, and 8!lso to the mine bos1:.1.
RULE

DUTIES OF ROPF: RIDERS.

16. The position of rope rider being one "of peculiar hazard, he must use
special care and precaution to avoid the dangers incident thereto.
RULE 17. He shall excercise great care in seeing that all couplings are safe for use,
and see that all trips are pro-perly coupled before starting; and should he, at an:,
time, see any material defect 10 the rope, link, hook, or chain, he shall immediately
remedy such defect, or, if unable to do so, he shall detain the trip and report the
matter to the mine boBB.
RULE

DUTIES OF CAGERS OR MEN ASSIGN.ICD TO THAT POSITION.
RULE 18. The cager shall be at his proper place at the bottom of the shaft when
men begin to descend in the morning and remain there until hoisting of coal commonces. He shall see that men are safely off the cn.~e and then signal the engineer.
He shall be at his proper place at the time the hoistmg of coal ceases 1:1,nd men commence to be hoisted in the evening, and shall see that not more than six persons get
on the cage at any one time, and when they are safely on the cage he shall signal
the engineer to hoist them. The man acting as cager during the hoisting of coal
shall see that all ca.rs are safely held on cage by the catch provided for that purpoee
before signaling the engineer. He shall not allow any tools or material of any kind
to be p[aeed on the same cage with men or boys, nc,r on the opposite cage when
persons are bein~ hoisted ont of t,he mine or lowered into it, except when for the
purpose of repairing the shaft or the machinery therein. The men shall place their
tools in ca.rs provided for that purpose, which oar or cars shall be hoisted or lowered
before or after ihe men have been hoisted or lowered. And he shall immediately
inform the mine boss of any violation of this rule. In sigualiog the engineer the
eager shall use the signals as directed in general rule No. (S.

DUTIES OF SHOT FIRERS.

{The rules governing shot ftrere apply only to mines worked on the room and pillar plan, such as mines Noa. 10 and 11, and do not apply to minee worked ·on the long
wall plan such as mine No. 5.)
RULE 19. Shot firers mUBt not fire any shot unless coal is properly cut in acoordauce
with the two following eeotiona, nor nnleea said shot is otherwlse and in all respeoa
proper and safe.
Section 1. All coal must be underout at leaet 2 feet in rooms, and no shot to be
placed 11 the point of the shot or any part of the powder shall be more than 4 feet
from the face or more than 2 teet beyond the undercutting.
• • r 1 1m 2. All entries or other narrow work un(ler 12 feet wide to be undercut to
foll dq,t of hnlee drilled for l,lu ting.
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Ruu: 20. Shot firers mnst fire only one shot at a time in any separate split of air,
and tho following shot must not he lit until the smoke has cleared away.
RULE 21. No shot to be fireJ while anyone except the shot firers are in the mine,
except l1y special permission of the mine boss, and the shot firers shall not enter the
mine fol' tho purpose of firing until all the men aro ont of the mine.
HUI.I•: 22. Shot firen1 must <'Ommence firing at a point farthest from the intake airway, and proceed with the firing in a directiou opposite to that in which the air is
traveling.
DUTIES 01•' TOPMEN OR MEN" ASSIGNED TO THAT l'OSITION.
RULE 23. He shall be at his proper place in the mornin~ from th,· time that persons begin to descend into the mine, ancl shall remain there nntil the hoiAtiug of
coal begins. He shall see that not more than six persons get on the cagfl at any 0110
time, au1l wh<'n they are ready he will close tho gate and signal the engiueer to lower
cage, and he shall not open gate nntil cage has been 11la1·od in position to receive
men. After the hoisting of coal ceases in the evening it shall bo his dnty to he at
his proper place nntil all the men are hoisted from the mino. He Ahall see that
men get safely off the cage, and shall then signal the engiuoer in the propermanuer.
He shall 11ot allow any tools or material of any kiu1l to be pla<'ecl on the same <'age
with men or boys, nor on the opposite cage when persons are being lowered into tho
mine, except for the purpose of repairing the shaft or tho machinery therein. Tho
men shall place their tools in cars provicled for that purpose, which car or cars shall
be lowered before or after the mt·n haYe been lowered. In signaling the onginenr
the topman shall use the signals as dire1·ted in Rnle Ko. 43.
Rt:LE 24. At shafts not using solf-dnmping cag-es tho topruan shall see that thfl
stops for tho cages to rest upon are kept in good working ord1•r, and he must remove
loaded cars carefully, antl in placing empty cars on cago rnnAt sen that the car is
securely held by the catch provide1l for that purpose before signaling- the engineer.

DUTIES OJ<' JCNGlNEERS.
RULE 215. It Ahall be the duty of the engineer to koep careful watch over hi Aengin(l
allll nil machinery under his charge, and seo that tho Aarno is in proper working or<l<'r
before attempting to rahie or lower men or material.
HOLE 26. He shall see that the boilers are properly cleanecl an<l inspected at proper
intervals, ancl that the steam pressure does not exceed at any time the limit allowo<l
by the superintendent.
RULE 27. He shall not allow any unanthorizecl person to enter the engine honso;
neither shall he allow any person to handle or run the engine without the permissio11
of the superintendent.
Rt'LE 28. \Vhen workmen are being raised or low11red he shall take spPeiitl pre<'antion to keep the engine well under control.
HllLE 29. The eugiueer will observe and operate his engine in aecor<lanee with the
general and special rules governing signals. (See Geueral lfofo No. ,J3.)
JlUTIES 01<' FIHR!\H!N.

RULE 30. Every fireman or other person iu charge of a boiler or boilers for the
grmerat.ion of steam shall keop a careful watch of the same. He shall see that the
steam pressure does not cxcel'd at any time the limit allowed by the 1rnperinte11<lent.
He Hhall frequently try the safety valveH and shall not inereaRP the weight on thll
same. He shall maintain a proper depth of wafor in each boiler, atHl if anything
should happen to prevent this ho shall report tlw same without delay to the engineer, an<l take snch other action as may und<-r the particular circumstances be
necessary for the protection of life arnl preservation of prop1•rty.
RULES AND H.J!:GULATIOXS IN RJ<:CiARI> TO J>OWI>J!:H.

Rur.F. 31. All persons (except those appointed by tho coal 1·ompany or tho mert'an.
tile company having charge of tho powder 1mleH) ar" prohibited from enteri11µ; the
powder honHe oH any pret<•nse whatever.
Huu; 32. The 11Ae of tohal'<'O in any form by any per1wn while in the performance
of his dntieH in and aronll(l the powder houses is strictly prohibite,l; neithn shall
any such perAon enter a powdn l.iouse with matches or otlwr ignitiblP material about
liiH person.
Hou: 33. No powd<'r keg shall he open<'d in any other manner than by the Rlide
or lead plug provided for that pnrpos1,. It iH strictly prohilJitod to UHe a plug of any
kind to drive through tl10 Pnil of a powder ke~ for tho purpose of opening the Aame.
HVLE 34. It will be the duty of tho!-ie authorized, who perform thiH work, to see
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thai no person enters the powder house while said work is in progress; also to govem
their actions by the above regulations.
RuLE 35. No lights of any kind shall be allowed in or around the powder house.
RULE 36. No powder or high explosives shall be taken into the mine by any one
man in greater quantities than required for use in one day (unles!! such quantity be
five pounds or less), and all powder shall be sent or carried into the mine in met,allic
canisters.
Rt.:LE 37. Powder must be kept in proper air-tight powder cans, and the cans must
be kept in a close, tight-locked box, said box to be at least 300 feet from any working
face and only at points designated by the miue boss.
RuLE 38. Whenever a workman shall open a box containing powcler or other
explosives, or while in any manner handling the same, he shall first place his lamp
not less than 5 feet from such explosives and in such a posit.ion that the air current
ca.n not convey sparks to it, and he shall not smoke while handling explosives.
GENERAL

RULES.

RULE 39. No person shall be allowed to enter any mine, except employees working
in that mine, without permission of the superintendent.
RULE 4-0. No person in a state of intoxication shall be allowed to go into or loiter
about any mine.
RULE 41. No person shaU be allowed to travel on foot to or from his work on any
incline, plane, or slope when other good roads are provided for that purpose. As
each mine is provided with a pa.ssway around the shaft at the bottom, all persons
employed in the mine, or others, are strictly forbidden to cross over from one side of
the shaft to the other side through the hoisting compartment under any circumstances whatever.
RULE 42. Workmen and a.II other person& are strictly forbidden to commit any
nuisance or throw into, deposit, or leave coal, dirt or stones, or other rubbish in tbe
air courses or roads so as to interfere with, pollute, or hinder the air passing into or
out of the mine.
RULE 43. In all shafts or slopes where persons, coal, or material of any kind are
hoisted or lowered hr machinery the following code of signals shall be used: ·
One signal-To hoist coal or other material.
One signal-To stop cage ot car when in motion.
Two Rignals-To lower cage or car.
.
Three signals-That persons are 1o be hoisted, on hearing which the engineer will
signal back H Reacly" by giving oue signal. On bt,aring the Jast-named signal the
persons will get on car or cage, and when they are safely on car or cage one signal
sha1l be giYen to en~ineer to hoit1t. After the hoistin1t of coal pas c~ased in the
evening and the 5 o clock whistle has blown it will only be necessary to give the
three signals for the firftt three cnges of men hoisted, after which the one signal,
"Ready," will only be given for each cage until all the men are oat.
.
Four signals-That mules are to be hoisted, on hearing which the engineer will
signal back '' Ready" by giving one signal. On hearing the last-named signal the
mule will be placed on the cage, ano when it is safely on the cage one signal shall be
given the engineer to hoist.
Five signals-Turn steam on to slope or underground engines.
Six signals-Shut steam off from slope or undergrounu engines.
RuLll: 44. No person or persons !!hall go into any old or abandoned part of them~e
or into an:r other place whi<-h it1 not in actual course of working without permission
of the mino boss, nor shall they t.ravel to or from their work except by the traveling ways provided and assigned for that purpose.
•
RULE 45. No person in the mine shall be allowed to enter any room or working
place except the working place to which his duties call him. It is atrictly forbidden
for any person to visit a room or other working place except bis own, either during
the presence or absence of its proper occupant. All boys or other persons &Rsign.-d
to special posts as trappers or ot.herwise most remain at their post.s while on duty.
RULE 46. All miners most be in the mine before the 7 o'clock whistle blows in th
morning. Drivers must have their mules out of the stables and read_y for work, and
all other company men mn,t be prepared to start work when the wh18tle blows at 7
o'clock.
RULE 47. Any person found with tools or powder belonging to another or taking
or using tools or powder belonging to another withont the owner's consent shall for
the fil'Bt offense be fined $2.50, and for the second offense be shall be discharged,
euch fines to be paid to the owner of the tools and collected at the company'& offl<'e,
and on~ person det.ected in exchanging check& on the pit cit.rs shall be immedJately
Iii I 1111! ' •11.
• lt 1 1.1~ . . ny mint r or PTr t l . •,. who ehall dama ,,. a11: ~ignal bell or wire, bratl •·• a ,. :\, . 111 1l ,,11r "' ''I" 11 . •lr or and not , 111, 11 n:.::eln, or flo anything by which
tl • , l••t 1,f 111 1111·1, or th m t 1"
1... 1·1ul.111c1·r1·d. lrnll beprom~ydiacbarged.
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RULE 49. \Yhenever it Rhall be tlie tluty of any pmson to go into the "snmp" or
space below the <'age at the hot.tom of the shaft for the purpose of cleaning ont,
removing dirt, or otberwi8e, they 1,hnll fin~t place a prop or props ofwooclor iro11 in
such a manner aR to arrest the cagP should it from any 1·:111He he made to <leH1•1•1Hl,
and thus secure themselves or othns from po1-1sihle danger.
RnLE GO. All employe<'S who desire to a.b1-1c11t themsclv,•q from work must 110tify
the foreman under whom they work tlrn ,lay hcforP. A11d anyone ahsent without
pnmiHsion wil1 for the tirst offenR1• be sm1pe1ulecl three ,IayR, and for tho se<'o!lfl
offeufle he snspendecl one week, aud for tlw thil'II offense h" ,lischarged, ex,·Ppt iu
ease of sickness.
RULE 51. All persons except those dnly anthorizecl are forhi1ldt>n to meddlP or
tanqwr in an;v way with any electric or signal wire ahout the mine.
RULE 52. No miner or other employee :,,hall he entitled to receive his timP at the
compau~·'s oflfre nntil lw Rlrnll ohtain from the milw hoss a clear:111ce card; allfl in
<'aF>c of eruployeeR renting a compan~' house a uotc mnst lie ohtaine1l from the 1rnperi11 t endent's clerk stating amount of rent d1w.
Atloptetl .Jnly 24, 1897.
WILLIAM CAMERON, S11peri11t,mdn1f.
Approved:
R. M. McDO\\'ELL, Ueneral ;l[anager.

OSAGE CoAL AND M1N1xa COMPANY,

Kmms,

INll.

T.

NOTICE.

The mines in this diAtri<'t. gonerat<' explmiive gaA, <·om111only known a1-1 fire damp.
The attention of n 11 employeeR i1-1 especially ca lle1l to the compa11y'A r11 lei-1 XoA. 1, ~.
3, 4, 6, 8, 44, 45, aud :ill other rnles, that all personA in t,hP mi11m; ma,,· ho protect .. ,!
from this existing danger.
"Tindy or hlown-011 t sbotA are liable to 1·:insc expf Ol~ions, au1l in order to avoid and
pre,·ent this <lauger all :,,hots must he cnrC'fulJ.,, prc11ared in aC'corda1Jl'e witl1 rnlPH
Nos. 10 and 19.
~liners are respon:--ihle for tlrn Hafe anti AeC'nre propping of' the room:,, iu which
tlrny work, nml each must ,-;ee that his working place is <'aref'nlly examit1ecl flll(l m:ule
Rafe in order to avoid accidcntH from falls of Alate or eon].
Eal'h employee mtrnt make himHelf thoroughl.v al'qnainted with all the rult'R of
this company. He must strict]~· observe these rules a11d promptly report to the
superintendent any infrartiou or 1lisregard of the rules that eomes to his uotil'e.
Note and observe carefully all the rules and regnlationA in n•gar<l to powder,
explosive gases, preparation of shots, and propping and otherwiHe making working
places Hafe.
,July 24, 1897.
WILLIAM CA;\IEHON, Supm·intencle11t.
R. M. Mc])owm,L, <:,me,·al Ma11ayer.
ATOKA COAL AND MlNINfi COMPANY.
Officers.-Etlwin Gould, prcr-1i1lP11t, J\ew York. N. Y.; KM. ~l<'Dowell, vice-prPHi1lo11t.
and general manager, St.. Louis, l\lo.: A. M. Fellows, geiwr:d Hales agm1t, St.
Louis, Mo.; William ( 'ameron, s11peri11tt-nde11t, KrehR, Intl. T.; H. S. Tbompso11,
cashier and assist.ant 1mp<'ri11t .. 11d1•nt, Lehigh, Ind, T.

LEHIGH MINES NOS. !> AND ii~.

This is operated as one mine with two HhaftH as nnmber('d above.
No coal i:-- hoisted by way of 5~ shaft, which iH u~ed for CAcapeme11t,
v<•nti1ation, and rope haulage for No. fl. There are imitable <•11µ.foe all(}
Loi1ers for the rope haulage, which rope haulage ext,•rnls from the foot
of No. 5~ shaft to the foot of No. 5. sha1t. There is a :--lope with thrc>,•
Jifts and a plane with two Jift:-- at the foot of No. f>1 shaft, t11c coal frrn11
tl1ese lifts being delivered to the foot of No. 5 shaft by the rope 11au]age
me11tio11ed.
No. r, shaft is 201 feet deep all(} iH equipped with a pair of donhl<•
engines with 12 by 24 i11cl1 cyli11ders. A battery of three uoilers furnishes steam for all machi11ery.
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At the foot of No. 5 shaft a slope is driven with five lifts, at the head
of which is a single hoisting engine which handles the coal.
Ventilation is had by means of two 10-foot Crawford & McCrimmon
fans placed at an upcast ventilating shaft situate about 200 feet from
No. 5 shaft, and a 12-foot fan of same make at No. 5½. Abunda11t air
iM furnished to meet the requirements of the law, the system in tliiPmine being that of splitting the air at each entry, which gives eaeh
entry the ''first of the air" and abolishes the necessity of doors. Cage~
are self.dumping and are provided with safety catches and overhead
covers.
Gates are furnished to landings and all the requirements of the law
are fully met. Five grades of coal are made at this mine, viz, lump,
egg, nut, pea, and slack. As this mine is free from fire damp, no shot
firers are employed. Oapacity of mine, about 1,000 tons per day, giving
employment to about 250 men. David Brown is mine boss. There
have been foJ].r accidents at this mine during the past year, one of
which proved fatal.
Accidents at mine No. 5, Lehigh, during the year ended June 30, 1897.
September $1, 1896.-James Gill (American), miner, age 52, married. A piece of
coal fell down from place where he was ta.kins down coal and crus~ed his hand•.
December 11, 1896.-Henry Weatherer (English), miner, age 55, smgle. Was d1Rcovered lying dead in his room in the mine. Had evidently been caught by shot
fired by himself. Fatal.
February 13, 1897.-Herman Deh3ine (French), miner, age 13, single. While stepping backward to avoid a loaded trip of cars his foot slipped and car went over
his foot, cutting his leg severely from knee to ankle.
June B, 1897.-Frank Marechal (French), miner, age 42, married. Fall of coaJ.
About li tons of coal fell on him while mining coal, breaking several ribs and tearing them away from backbone. He has been doing well and will recover.

LEHIGH MINES NOS. 6 AND

Eij-.

The above is operated as one mine, all the hoisting being done from
No. G shaft. Shaft No. 6 is 240 feet deep; shaft No. 6½ is ~34 feet deep,
the two shafts being about 4,000 feet apart and connected by the main
north entry. No. G shaft is equipped with a pair of first-motion engines
with 16 by 30 inch cylinder and 7-foot drum. Steam is supplied by a
battery of six boilers for all the machinery. Cages are selfdumping
and provided with safety catches and overhead covers for the protection of men. Three Jeffrey and one link-belt mining mac·hines are in
use in this mine, driven by electricity, the power being furnished by a
Thompson-Ryan generator, manufactured by J. H. McEwan ~ Co., of
Ridgeway, Pa., the generator being type "B," 10 poles, 120 kilowatts,
running 600 revolutions per minute, and capable of developing 150
horsepower, this generator being driven by a Watertown, N. Y., engine,
15 by 16 cylinder, running 250 revolutions per minute, and capable of
developing 150 horsepower. Arrangements are now being made to
replace the present generator with a larger one capable of developing
200 horsepower. The engine and dynamo· or generator are in a substantial house with necessary rheoHtats, ammeutt-s, etc. The workings
of this mine consist of a slope with five lifts and a plane. The plane
is equipped with a single large hoisting engine, the plane being operated by gravity. Ventilation is had by a Crawford & McCrimmon fan
placed on a ventilating shaft sunk to the rise ot' the coal and a 12-foot
fan placed at the head of No. 61 shaft.. Ventilation in this mine is
abundant and has a separate spfit of air for each entry, no trapdoors
being required.
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Escapement is had by No. 6½ shaft, which is provided with stairway.
This mine produces no fire damp. Its capacity is about 1,000 tons
per day, and during the past year has given employment to 223 men.
James Brown iH mine boss at this mine. There have been three accide11ts at this mine during the past year, one of which was fatal, and
one of which occurred on the railroad track and can scarcely be called
a mine accident.
.AccidentB at Lehigh mine No. 6 during the year ended June 30, 1897.
September 11, 1896.-Richard Gold (English), miner, age 26, married. A large
piece of coal toppled over on him without warning while he was shoveling the <lnHt
from the electric mining machines. He was badly injured and died about four hours
afterwards. Fatal.
November 3, 1897.-Thomas Goldsby (English), timbcrman, age 34, married. Run
over by pit car and kicked by mule as he was lifting car on track.
March 2, 189?'.-William Young (American), top hand, age 25, married. He fell
from car on the railroad tracki and before he could get out of the way the wheel
struck him and passed over his eg. He was attempting to jump from car when his
foot slipped.

I append hereto letters from Cashier and Assistant Superintendent
Thompson. These letters give the production of the Lehigh mines and
also the causes of the production falling below the capacity. Mr.
Thompson's letter also contains some interesting matter in regard to
competition and the agreement entered into by the Dawes commission
from the operators' standpoint. I also append advance sheets of the
rules to be adopted at the Atoka Coal and .Mining Company's mines at
Lehigh; also notice to men of the existing dangers in the mines.
LEHIGH, IND.

T., December 31, 1896.

StatiBtic8 of Lehigh mineB.
Six months ending December 31, 1896.
Year 1896.
Quantity.

I
Da
riys. Average
Kegs
k,00
men.
powder.

y·.

:::!~g
chines.

W0

------------1-----1----1--- - - - ---- ---Ton,.

Ton,.

Mine 5 ........................ ·····- -.... - ·--- -· ---- .. ______
951
256
1,514 ·····- ••••
Lump·---·-·······•·•·······---· 82,421.60
45,145.85 ··••••·-·· -····----· ····-··--· -····--···
Nut .• ---·---·-·--------·------··
1,681.25
614.30 ·-·-·-··-· ·-·--·---· ---------· ·--------·
Slack·-····················•··-·
1,612.95
1,360.30 -----·---· ·-----·--· .. ---·-··· ·-·--··--·
Total----------·----··--··-··-

85,715.80

47,120.45 ----·---·· ·-·------· ---·-·-·-· ·-----·--·

79,494.75

43,838.20 ·-- ....... -·-·-·-- __ I... __ ... _

l====f=====l•====I=== - - - - -

"'lit~iiiiiiiiiiiii~~iii\\\!~ \~ .t ili1 ··;;;~l :::::t :::/il/7: ::::::/
·

Total_--·----····--·-········-

••·t:~~~~:: : :::::::::::::::I.::::::: .-~::::r::~:~; . . · ; ;• ::;

·1··--..... .

~:I:::::::::;

a Average.

L. W.

Esq.,
Unired StateB Mine lnBpeotor:
Above statistics respectfully offered, Great Acarcity of cars reduced output and
permanently lost us considerable commercial busineHs. Three Jeffrey and one linkbelt electric-chain mining machines in operation at No. 6.
Yours,
BRYAN,

B. S.

THOMPSON,

.&sliBtant Superintendent.
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LEIDGH, !ND,

T., July 6, 18!11.

Stati8tica Bix months endin.g June 30, 1897.
Mine
run.

K8Ei
-----

Days A -verage
men. pow er.
worked.

Mine.

Lump.

No. 5 •••••••••••••.
No.6 ..............

31,898.10
31,015.10

1,803.10

........... ,

858. 80
699. 60

643.55
1,125.60

35,103.55
32,840.30

611
63¼

243

2:lO

928
713

Total ........

62,918.20

1,803.10

1,558.40

1,669.15

67,943.85

62½

473

1,641

Tons.

Nut.

Slack.

Total.

--Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

L. W.

BRYAN, Esq.,
United States Impootor of Mines.
DEAR SIR: Above are statistics as requested. These figures show about 17 per
cent decrease from same period of 1896-cause<l partly by an abnormally large output in January, 18i-J6, following general strike the previous month, and also largely by
short crops and mild winter the past season in Texas.
There have been no labor disturbances the past year-the men only demand~g
more work. To give this seems almost hopeless. The increasing competition m
Texas (almost our sole market), caused by the enormous· increase in the production
of the cheaper-minticl coals of Arkansas, and of the lignite or brown coal in Texas
itself, bids fair to still further infringe on our former markets.
.
In the face of this fierce strife and a consequent languishing of the coal busmess
here, our business, as well as most other lines in the Nation, is almost paralyzed, aa
far as any further ex.tensions are concerned, by the uncertainty as to outcome of the
efforts of the Dawes Commission to negotiate with the Indians.
The present "agreement" (now before Congress) recognizes the importance of the
coal industries as furnishing a very large percentage of the Indians' revenue, by
many favorable clauses as to extension of leases and surface rights, but still actually
places the rate of royalty (now unprecedented) still hi~her by including small ancl
slack coal as subject to a royalty charge. Unless this provision is changed, the
increased cost of coal will cause the loss of many more markets, and future reports
to you will show further decreases.
Yours,
B. S. THOMPSON,
..18siBtant Superi1't6ftdtmt.
RULES GOVERNING THE MINES OF THE ATOKA COAL AND MINING COMPANY IN THE
LEWGH, bm. T., DISTRICT.
DUTIES OF MINERS.
RULE 1. The miner shall each day ex.amine his working \)lace before beginning
work, and take down all dangerous slate, or otherwise make 1t safe by properly timbering the same, before commencing to dig or load coal, and he shalJ at all tiru~
be very careful to keep his working place in a safe condition durin~ working hours.
RULE 2. Should he at any time fin,1 his place becoming dangerous from any unusual
condition that may have arisen, he shall at once cease working and inform the mine
boss or his assistant of such danger.
RULE 3. Every miner shall order props,cap pieces or other necessary timbers from
the driver who brings him his cars. The miner shall always keep on hand a sufficient quantity of props, cap pieces, and other necessary timbers and shall order the
same in advance, so that the driver may have time to bring them. Should the
miner, from any cause, have no props or other necessary timbers on hand, he shall
immediately cease work, vacate his working place, and report the fact to the mine
boss.
RULE 4. No ahot, in rooms of full width, shall be placed a greater depth on the
solid than the depth of the undern1i11ing. In all narrow work, such aR entries, room
turning, break throngha, etc., the coal must be sheared or cot on one side the full
thickness of the vtdn aucl at le115t the fnll depth of drill hole.
RULE 5. Any miner who negligently blows out timben, and causeH falls at hia
working face will be f8fJDhed to clear aame at his own pen·•· · The company will
only aulat at inch cleanng of falls when roof waa known to have been bad or there
wa no negli r u•·• shown on the part of the mi111 ,.
LI i· 6.
u. miner loading "bony" cou , or ,rn_ foreign matter with his coal
b 11, for the hr, t offeo , I,. 110 pended one •h ; for ,l second offense be ■upended
· 1·
au,: lor the third oll'eDI.' ■hall 1"· di, 11. r,.:, d.
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RULE 7. :F'iring of shots shall take place but once daily, and shall commence at fi
p. m., at a i,;;ignal to be agreed upon by the miue hoss and the miners. In ca1:10 of
mine working but a half clay, shots may he tired at ii noon. Any rninn tiringbefore these honr1:1 shall he subject to the 1:1ame pe11altie1:1 as are specified i11 Huie 6
for loading "dirty" coal.
HULI~ 8. Blasting shall commence at first room on return airway and 1,hall he in
rotation, ending on first room ou intake airway, a,ll(l rooms being turm,d :;hall wait
until entrymen have fired.
RlJLE 9. Miners firing a shot in break through or in rib shall first warn ruiuer1:1
working in next room that such shot i1:1 to be fired.
DUTIEi, 01<' DHIVEUS.

10. When a driver has occasion to leave his trip, or when his trip, from any
mwse, is stopped auywhere ex<·ept at a regular statiou, he muHt see that it i:; left,
when possible, in a safe place, l:!<➔ cure from car8 or other dangers or from 1irnlang<'ri11g
<lriverH or trips following; and if the trip is lofL in a main hauling- way he m11st g-o
back ancl uotify approaching drivers, if any, of the existing obstruction, that they
may be enabled to Mtop their trip1:1 and avoi1l colli1,io111:1.
HULE 11. The driver must take great care iu taking his trip dowu grade to havo
tlw sprags so adjusted that he cau keep the cars under control and thus prl'veut
accidents.
Huu; 12. On receiving orders from workmen for props, cap pieces, or other uocessary timbers, the driver will bring the same with all possible dispatch, and in c•a:;e,
for any reason, they can not be obtained, he will report the fact to tho workman 1:10
ordering and also to the mine boi,s.
RULE

DUTIES OF ROPE HIDERS.

13. The position of rope rider being one of peculiar hazard, he must use
special care and precaution to avoid the danger8 incident thereto.
Hl!LE 14. He shall exercise great cartJ in .sel'iug that all coupli11gs are i-;afo for use,
and see thiit all trips are properly coupled before starting, and Mhoul<l he, at any
time, Bl:le any material defod in the rope, link, hook, or cha.in, he Mhall imme<liatoly
remedy sn<'h defect, or if unable to do so, he i,hall dotain tho trip and report the
matter to the mine boss.
RULE

DUTIES OF CAGERS OR MEN ASSIGNED TO THAT POSITION.
RULE 15. The cager shall be at his proper place at the bottom of the shaft when
meu begin to deMcend in the morning and remain there until· the hoisting of coal
commences. He Hhall see that men are safely off the cag1➔ and then Mignal the tmgineer. HC\ shall be at his proper place at 1.he time the hoisting of coal cease8 and meu
commen<'e to be hoisted in the evening, and shall Hoo that not more than eight persons get 011 the cage at any one time, and when they arc s,Lfely on the <·ag<~ h<i Hhall
1:1ignal the engineer to hou;t them. Tho man acting a1:1 l'ager during tho hoiMting ot'
coal shall see that all cars are 1:1afoly held 011 cage by the catch provided for that p11rpo8e before signaling the engineer. He shall not allow any tools or material of a.uy
ki11d to he placed on the same cage with men or hoys, nor 011 the oppoHit~,tagP wlteu
perso118 are heing hoisted out of the mine or lowerl'd into it, except when tor the purpose of repairing the 1:1haft or the machinery therein. Tito men shall place thoir thols
in cars provided for that purpose, which car or cars Mhall he hoisted or lowcr<·d
before or after the men have been hoisted or lowered; and he :;hall immediately inform
the mine bo8s of any violation of thiH rule. In signaling the engiueer the cager
1:1hall use the sigJ.1al1:1 as directed iu General .l{ule No. 30.
l>UTIES OF TOP:'IIEN OR :\JEN ASSIGNED TO THAT POSITIOS.

Rcn.E 16. He shall be at hiH proper place in the morning from thP time that pcrRonR
hegin to def!<'end into the llline, an<l shall remain there until tho hoiHtiug of coal
c·o111111e1weH. lie shall see that not more than <·ight pnsous get on the <·ag-B at any one
time, and when they are rea1l,v he will close the gate anti Higual tlu, Pn~ineer to lower
the ca~e, and he shall not open gate until cag6 ha8 IJeen placed in JH1Hition to receivo
men. After the hoiHting of coal 1·eascs in the evening it shall he his duty to boat
his proper place until all thu men are hoiste1I out of the mi 11e. lie Hhall i;e;e that men
get Hafely off the cage, and shall then Mignal I he e11gi11eer in the proper manner.
He shall uot allow tools or material of any kind to he plac·e<l 011 the same cage with
men or boys, uor 011 the opposite cage• when p<•rsonM are hein_g lowered into tho mine,
except for tho purpose of repairing the shaft or the machinery tht:rcin. Tho men
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sh.all place their tools in cars provided for that purpose, which car or cars shall be
lowered before or after the men have been lowered. In signaling the engineer the
topman shall use the signals as directed in General Rule No. 30.
DUTIES OF ENGINEERS.
RuLE 17. It shall be the duty of the engineer to keep carefnl watch over his engine
and all m:whinery under his charge, and see that the same is in proper working order
before attempting to raise or lower men or material.
RULE 18. He shall see that the boilers are cleaned and inspected at proper intervals, and that tlrn steam pressure does not exceed at any time the limit allowed by
the superintendent.
RULE 19. Re shall not allow any unauthorized person to enter the engine house;
ueither shall he allow any person to handle or run the engine without the permi&Rion
of the superintendent.
RULE 20. When workmPn are being raised or lowered he shall take special precaution to keep the engine ·well under l'Ontrol.
RULE 21. The engineer will observe and operate his engin<' in accordance with the
general and special rules governing signals. (See General Rule No. 30.)
DUTIES OF FIREMEN,
RUJ,E 22. Every fireman or other person in charge of a boiler or boilers for the generation of steam shall keep a careful watch of the same. He shall see that the steam
pressure does not exceed at auy time the limit allowed by the :-mperintendent. He
shall fre,lueutly try the safety valves, and shall not increase the weight on the same.
He shall maintaiu a proper depth of water in each boiler, and if anything should
happen to prevent this ho shall report the same without dday to the engineer and
take such other action as may, under tho particular circumstances, be necessary for
the protection of life and preservation of property.
RULES AND REGULATIONS IN REGARD TO POWDER.
Ruu:: 23. No p~wder keg shall be opened in any other manner than by the slide
or lead plug pro\'lded for that purpose. It is strictly prohibited to use a plug of any
kiud to drive through tho ernl of a powder keg for the purpoi,;e of opening the sa~e.
Ruu; 24. Powder must h<• kept in a proper tight-locke1l box at a sufficient distance from the working face, such distance to be desicrnated by the mine boss.
ROLE 25. Whenever a workman shall open a box cofitaining pow<ler or other high
explosives, or while in any mamH·r handling tho same, be shall first place bi~ la.mp
not less than 5 fe<>t from such explosives, and in such a position that the air current can not convey sparks to it, anrl be shall not smoke while handling explosives.
GEXEHAL RULES.
RULE 26. No person shall ho allowe1l to enter any mine, <>xcept <'mployecs working
in that mine, witbont permission of tht> HllJwrint<'IHlcnt.
.
Ruu; 27. No person in a state of intoxication sliall ho allowed to go into or loiter
about any mine.
RULE 21'<. No person shall h<· allowed to tra ,·el on foot to or from his work on any
incline, piano, or Rlope when oth«·r good roads are provided for that p11rp0Re. As
each ruiw· iR provided with a passway ronnd tl1P shaft at th<' hottorn, all pers?ns
employed in the mines, or others, are Rtrictly forhi,l,lcn to cross over from one 1-11de
of the sliaft to th<> other side through tho hoisting compartment nnder a11y circumstances whatever.
RvLE 2~. Workm«'n aJHl all other pnsons are strictly forbidden to rommit any
nuisance or throw i11to, dqioi,it, or ]1·a,·c 1·oa], dirt, or stonn1 or other r11hhish in the
air courseH or roa,ls so as to intt>rfrre with, pollute, or hinder the air pasHing into or
ont of the mine. Ht'LE 30. In all shafts or slopPs where persons, coal. or material of any kind are
hoisted or lowered hy ma,·binery, tbe following code of signals shall ho nb1·d:
One signal-To hoist ,·oal or other matnial.
Two Hignals-To stop 1·ag1• or rar when in motion.
Thr<'o sii.{nals-That Jl"rsons arc to he hoisto,l, on h<>aring which tho Pnginec>r will
signal back "rP:uly" h,v giving one signril. On lwaring tho la1,t-11arncd signal the
persons will g<·t on ,·ar or cag .. , a11d wlwn they are safp]y on car or cage one signal
shall lw giv1•11 th<• <>ngi11e"r to IJOist. After the hoh,ti11g- of <'Oal has CPase,l in the
evening and the 5 o'l'lock whiAtl<> has hlown, it will ouly he necessary to ~ive the
three Kil-{11al11 for the fil'llt thref' <'a~PH of men hoisted, after which tho one signal
"ready" will ouly be given for each <·age until all tbe men are out.
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Four signals-That mules are to be hoisted, on bearing which the engineer will
signal back "ready" by giving one signal. On hearing the last-named signal the
mule will be placed on the cage, and when it is safely on cage one signal shall be
given the engineer to hoist.
Five signals-Turn steam on to slope or underground engines.
Six signals-Sh n t steam off from slope or underground engines. •
RULE :n. No person or persons shall go into any old or abandoned part of the
mine or into any other place which is not, in actnal course of working, without permission of the mine boss, nor shall they travel to or from their work except by the
tn1yeling ways provided arnl assigned for that purpose.
RULE 32. No person iu tho mine shall be :illowed to enter into any room or working- place except the working place to whi1·h his duty calls him. It is t:!trictly forbidden for any person to visit a room or other working place except his owu, either
during the presence or absence of its proper occupant. All boys or other perRous
assigned to special posts, as trappers or otherwise, must remain at their posts while
on duty.
RULE 33. All miner!:! mnst be in the mine before the 7 o'clock whistle blows in the
morning. Driver!:! must have their mules ont of the stable and ready for work, and
all other company men must be prepared to start work when the whistle blows at
7 o'clock.
RULE 34. Any person found with tools or powder belonging to another, or taking
or using tools or powder helonging to another person without the owuer's consent,
shall for the first offense he tined $2.50, and for the second ofJ'ensn he shall he 1lischarged; su1·h fines to be pai1l to the owner of the tools or powder and collected at
the company's oflice. Any person detected iu exchanging checks on the pit cars
shaU be immediately discharged.
RULE 35. Any miurr or employee who shall damagr any signal bell or wire, brattice, airway or door, or open a door and not close it again, or do anything- by whil-h
the safety of the men or tl1n mine he endangrre<l, Rhall he promptly llischarged.
Ru1.E 36. ,vhe11ever it shall ue the dnty of any perso11 to go i11to thn "snmp" or
space below the cn.!.!e at the bottom of the shaft, for the purposo of clu:rning out,
removi11g dirt, or otherwise, they shall firHt pla<·e a prop or props of wood or irou in
such a rua11ner as to arr<•st the cage, should it from any cause be made to descend,
ancl thus secnre themseh·es or others from possihle dang-Pr.
RULE 37. All employees who desire to abHtmt themseh'es from work must notify
the foreman under whom they work the da_y before; aud any one absent without
permission will for the first offensn he Rnspen<lt>d thr<'e days, and for the secollll
offense be suspended one week, and for the third otfeuse lie discharged, except in
case of sickuess.
RULE 38. All persom~, rxcept those dnly authorized, arc forbidden to meddle or
tamper in any way with any electric or signal wire about the mine.
HuLF:: 39. No miner or ot.her llmployee shall be entitled to recrivo hiR time at the
company's office until he shall obtiLin from thP mille hoss a clParance card; and in
case of employees 1·e11ting a company house a uoto must be obtained from the superintendent's clerk stating amount of rent due.
Adopted July 24, 1897.
WILLIAM CA.'.\rn1w:--:,

Superintendent.

Approved:

R. M. l\IcDowELL, <;eneral Jlanage,·.
ATOKA COAL AXD MIXING Co:\lrAxY, L1mwu, IND.

T.

NOTl('Jl:.

Miners are responsihle for the safe and se<'nre propping of 1he roomR in which they
work, and each mnst !:!OP that hiH working pla<'c i:-1 •·arefnlly examirn·d a.11<1 mado
safe, in order to avoid acci<leuts from falls of Rlate or l'oal.
Each employee muRt make hims, If thoroughly a<"quainted with all tho rnlt•fl of
this company. He must strictly observe thesn rnl1·s antl promptly roport to the
irnperintenclt•nt any infraction or clisreg:ml of tlH· rnll'H that 1·omes to hiR 11oticl'.
~ote :rn1l ol,;wrvo 1·aref111Jy all th" rnleH ai1d r1·g11lations in regard to powder, and
proppin!! aml otherwiKc making working pl:l.<'es Rafe.
July 24, 18~7.
,v11,LIA:\1 CA:1rnRox, S11pcrintc11de,1/.
R. M . .McDow,,:u,, Ueueral Ma11ag1r.
IN1' U7-Mrn--:.S8
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KANSAS AND TEXAS COAL COMPANY.

Officers.-B. F. Hohart, presi<lent, St. Lonis, )Io.; F. E. l>onble(lay, general Anperintendent, William Barrett, assistant Rnperinternlent, St. Louis, )lo.; Frank B.
Smith, suprrintendcnt in Indian Territory.

SDIPSON MINE

~ 0.

50.

This mine is a Rlope driven from the crop of the coal five lifts. It is
equipped with a pair of double-geared hoisting engines, with 12 by H>
inch cylinders. The rope haulage formerly used in this mine has been
abandoned on acconnt of the chauges in grade in the slope. Ventilation is had by two IO-foot fans. Almndant air is fnmiRl1e<l to meet the
requirements of the law. Escapement iR lrn<l by means of one of these
ventilating shafts which is provided with a stairway, a11d additional
escapemeut is also had by way of No. 52 mi11e;with whieh this mine is
connected.
Coal is dumped over a shaker screen. There have been four accidents at this mine during the past year, two of wbieh were fatal.
Accidents at Simp1wn mine Xo. 50 during the yem· ended .June 30, 1897.

1ugnst 3, 1896.-feter Elna (Italian), minor, age 30, Ringle. Hun oYer l!Y pit c_ar.
Tlus man was cormng np the Rlope when a coupling hroke loose on a trip, lettmg
three cars down tue slope, striking I.Hua and causing compound fra(·ture of leg.
Decembe,· Jl, 1891J.-Lorenzo Hhrn (Italian), miner, a.ge 23, singl<>. Fall of roof.
F~tal. Props in room ha<l bPen hlown ont by Hhot, rendering the place inse<'nre.
His attention was eallP<l to this, hut he wont to work mining off tho eoal, when a
piN·e of roof frll 011 him, crw,hing him to clcath.
Jlfay ,!/i, 1897.-Sam. C. Mellor (Anwric:111 ), switchman, age 23, married. Rnn oy~r
by pit carH. Coupling pin hrokP, lcttil1g fonr cars run l,a .. k <lown the Alope. Tins
ma_n _hear~ the cars (:oming al)(l go~ out. of the way, hut they jumpe(l the traek,
str1kmg 1nm an(l (•ansmg cornpomul fracture of leg.
Ju11c2G, ~8~7.-.\Jex . •Jolrnson (<·olore<l), ruiner, age 26, single. Fal1 of roof. Fa_tal,;
He was mmmg at tho faee of entry, when a piece of roof calle(l a "pot shp,
weighing about 4 tons, fe]l without warning, crushing and killing him instantly.
SD.IPSON ::\IINE NO. 52.

This mine is about 3,000 fcpt from mine No. 50. 'rhe slope has been
driven about 1,000 feet a1l(l lias beeu connectecl witltmine ~o. 50, which
furnishes the uecc•ssary es,·apemeut. Ventilation is ex,·ellent and
amply :;mffieil·11t to meet the law's demands. 'fhis mine is equipped
with a pair of double-hoisting· C\Ilg"ines, snpp1ied with steam by two
boilers. A Norwalk comprei-;sor has been ereeted, as it is the intention
to URe the Harriso11 <·omprc·Hsecl-air mi11i11g machines. Thi:i mine as
we1l m~ mine Xo. :i~ ar" lmt jni-;t dcvPlopi11µ:, the output not having yet
aRHurned the proportions it is expectPd to clo. rt is the iutentio11 of
this <·ompa11y to Riuk a ~,haft ahead of thl•sl' slopes atHl drop coal to
the sliaf't by nwans of the slo1ws, whi<"h will give a large output. the·
work at presc•nt IH•iu:,,:- c·arri<•d 011 with that <'JHl ill viPw. 'I1hPre hav«·
bN•fl two ac<"id<>nts at mi11c :Xo. :i:J ,luring the past year, 11eitber of
which has proved fatal.

Fd1r11a1·.11 -~, JS;!'~.-< 11.irl"R ('artli(lg1• ( Er,g)i._h 1, minn, agn :i7, 111arriPrl. Fall of
roof. \\"hilc lw wa'I working in l1i'I roo111 at tlw fa(·1• "mi11i11g a ~hot .. a pi .. ,·p of Hlat,·
iu tho roof, ls11own a'I a" pot Hlip,'' fpll Hll(l<lo·nly arul without warning. falling on
hi'I l<·g!-!, ,·:rnHill)..( r·o11r·11-.Hio11 of tho hip joi11t an,l sprairlf'd ha<·k. ( I do not H•·1· any
way to guard again ... t tlii!i ki11d of a<·<·i,lcnt, aR ,,v,•11 when, the roof i'I appan•11tly
K<•r11rnly propp1• t tllf'Hf' "'pot 11lip11 .. o<·,·nr in thn roof, Kl1owiui; no 11ig11 of danger, in
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some cases. The only possible precaution would be for the miner to sound his roof
fre<piently, which they sometimes fail to do.)
.May 2:i, 1897.--\Yilliam Wells (American), miner, age 29, single. Fall of roof. A
piece of roof fell on him, without warning, while he was mining, injuring his hack.

I append here-to rules adopted by the Kansas and Texas Coal Company for the government of their employees:
RULI<~S GOVERNING THE MINES

OF THE KANSAS AND TEX.AR COAL COMPANY IN
THE brnIAN TERRITORY.

It is made the dnty of the supf'rintendPnt to see that each present employee of the
company is furnisiied with a copy of these rules, and that a copy is handed to each
now employee when en~ngell, a11d that the special attention of all employees is
called to the fact that, they are required to make themselves familiar with those
rules and ho gm·crned accon1i11gly.
Pit or niine boxs.-Jt hi his <lnty to make daily examination of all working plac1•s
in the mine under his charge, or <·a use tle same to be done by road meu employed in
snch mine when he is unable to do so himself. He must see that all roads are kept
dean and in good coudition and doors for ventilation are kept in good or<ler, so that
a proper circulation of air will at all times be maintninea. in the mine; also make
daily examination of all hoisti11g ropes, chains, and cages, and all attacbm.-ntA
thereto, and if any defects are found to report same to superintendent at once and
pnt in order and safe condition. He is to have charge of the mine underground,
including top men all(l engirn•er, subject to the orders of the superint<'ndent. It is
his imperative dnt.y to see that all these rules are enforced, and all employees in or
about the mine are s11bj<'C't to his orders.
Engineers 01· hoistcrs arn required to have their engine ready for moving cages at 6
a. m., and all men and mnles are expected to he in the mines before 7 o'clock. The
hoisting and hauling mnHt begin promptly on the sounding of the 7 o'clock whh1tle.
They n.ust at all tim<'S wh<'n 011 duty be where they can hear the signal gong to stop
and start rnachinn:v, awl give it immNliato attention. They are re,piired to see that
tl11•ir mal'hinery, boilerA, and pipes are kept iu proper condition, and tlwir boilers
deaned ont as often as once ever,v two weeks, or at shorter intern1ls if found necessary, and at all times know that they l1ave a sufficient amount of watPr in tlu·ir
boilers. Great care must he taken in cold weather to guard against the freezing of
pi1ws. All pipes must bo properly drained and protected.
Weighmen.-They are required to correctly weigh the coal mined. They will sPe
that the top house is kept clean and will make such reportH for general office and
local office as may be required of them.
rard nian.-lle is required t.o have empty cars always ready to run under the
chute wit,hout delay to take the place of loaded cars. He must examine all brakes
and see that they are in working condition, and that all doors of box or stock cars
are closc•d arnl properly fast<'ned beforP being allowed to leave the mine, and to seo
that all cars are load1•1l aH nearly as possible to capal'ityweight,and that all cars set
nnder chute to h,i loa,led are in proper condition to receiv<' <"oal. When coal cars
aro found damag1i<l hy boles in floors or sidf's, boards mnst be securely nailed over
Rn<'h places to prevPnt loss of coal in transit. He will be subject to weighman's
onlers.
Hoad nie-n aro required to ke1•p all roacls and entries in proper and Rafe condition,
take down any loose l'Oek found, a1ul make imch places ahsolutely safe by timbering,
and under no circumstances to 1wrmit any men or mules to be allowe,l to go into any
<'ntry or working plaee cousidered 1111Aaf<'. They are re1111ired to examine carefully
all main and cro11s f'ntri1•s and Hee that tbf'y are in Rafr co11dition. They will also
1•xamine carefully all track in main and croHs entries and Hl'e that tlrn samo is kept
iu good repair. They will he at ail tirnN! 1111bject to orderR of tho pit hoHA.
To11men or dumperH and gl'ipman on top.-The duty of tho gripman on top is to
•·011pl1i the l'mpt~· cars (aftn heiug dnmpetl) on to the rope aud Hend same down the
siope into the mitH·. He rn11~t exerl'i1rn great l'a.re in attaching tho grip to the rope,
all(l know that it is properly adjm1tell to the rope all(l firmly gripp<'<l to it before
pc·rmitting the car to lean, tho top. Topmen rnnRt recei,·e tho coal at the top landi11g :tll(l ,lump the sarn,· without delay. They will assist tho weighman in keeping
tlrn top house clean a11d bP imhj<•<"t to his or<lns.
/J1·irers.-They are rerptirnl to ha Ye their mules prop<•rly cleaned and harnessed,
r<":uly for work on blowing of tho whistle at 7 a. m. Any driv,·r who does not give
liiH mulo proper attention nncl go01l treatm<'nt, or who is known to abuse, mi8treat,
or injure his mules in any way Rhall he discharged. It is tho imperative duty of
driwrs to hring in prop8 and timhers promptly whenever requested to do so hy any
miners working in rooms, <•ntries, or on pillars from which coal is being handled,
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Any violation of this rule shall subject the driver to immediate dismissal. Dnvers
shalJ pull the empty cars to the face of the pitch rooms. They are also required to
report all unsafe or dangerous places in the mine they find, as well as any unsafe
track, an<l are forbidden to go into or drive over any track or through any place they
consider um,afe.
Shot .firers.-1liners are strictly forbidden to fire shots; shot firers shall be employed
for this purpose. Unless otherwise designated, the time for firing- shots shall be
12 o'clock noon when half tirnn is being worked ancl 5 o'clock evening when mine is
working three-fourths or full time. Any miner or employee detected in breaking
this rule shall h:we his turn stopped and shall be suspended for one week for the
first offenHe all(l for the Hecond offense shall be discharged.
Shot .firers mnst not fire any shots unless coal is cut as specified in instructions to
miners in these rules an<l the shot is otherwise considrre<l proper and safe. Only
one shot shall be fired at a time in any separate split of air, an<l the following shot
not to be lit until the smoke is cleared away. No shot shall be fired while anyone
except the shot firer is in the mine, and he shall not enter the mine for the purpose
of firing until all the men are out of the mine.
Gripnwn in mi,11e.-His duty is to couple the car of coal to the hoisting rope at each
entry or lift, to sen1l same to the top for dumping. He must exerl"ise the greatest
care in attaching the grip to the rope, and know that it is properly adjusted and
firmly attached to the hoisting rope hefore permitting it to start the loaded car up
the slope, an<l give signals for stopping and Atarting the rope baulag·e in slope.
Mine1·s.-All miners must be in the mines before the whistle blows at 7 a. m. All
coal must he underent 2 feet in rooms, or sheared on the rib, or cnt in center to a
dPpth of 4 feet the foll thickn<'ss of the seam or vein of coal, arnl no 1:,hot be placed
so that the point of the shot or any part of the powdc>r shall be more than 4: feet
from the face or more than 2 feet beyond the undercntting. All entries or narrow
work uncler 12 foet wide to he undercut, sheared, or cut the full depth of holes
drilled for blasting.
It shall be the duty of every miner to keep bis room or working- place well propped,
iu good order and repair, an1l perfectly safe in every way. Jle is hereby forbidden
to continue at work in any plaee found unsafe until thP sanw is nuule safe. Any
miner who shall willfully and 1wgligently or carelesAly suffer his room to get out of
o~der _and repair shall, upon req1wst, put same imrne,liately in repair, _and in event of
l11s fa1lnro to do so when ordered, the company will do the work required and charge
tho cost of same to t]1e mi11er.
Care must he takt.•n in loading- mine cars to prevent loss to both miners and the
compa11y by coal falling off an<l causing wreck on 1:,lope.
Mmers must remoYe all slate from their ,·oal while loading it into their cars. Any
miner sending out slate in bis coal cars shall, for tho tirst otfenAe, he 110..Jrnd; for the
second, he suspended for 011n wcl'k; for tho third be clischarire<l. Miners must run
th<'ir lo:ule,l 1·ars clown their rooms to the parting-', hut not ont on the entry.
Min en~ driving entries must have road way hrnshed 5 feet from rail; ties shall be
2½ feet apart in roadway, and sunk on upper side before roadway is measured.
GENERAL RULES.

It is tho ,Inty of 1wery man working- in tho mine who discovers any place that is
unsafe to at once notify the pit boss or•ri,a<l man, that the same may be put in prop~r
coll(lition. It is earnr,stly desired that all employees will pay strfrt attention to this
r?quirement, as it is the ,•tl'ort of this company to have the safrty of tile men cons11lered before anything else.
.
Any miner or l'mplo~·ce who Ahall intentionally damag-e any signal bell or wire,
safrty lamp, brattice, air way or door, ,,r open a 1loor :tll(l not close it a).!ain, or do
anytliing- by whicll the 1:,afoty of the men or tlll' 11linc may be e111lang-ere<l shall be
promptly discharge,!.
All pnsons employe,l in the mines are strictly forhi,l<len to rid,· np or down the
slope ... , and all 1111·11 that may rcqrnrn to leaH, the mine while hoisting is h,•ing done
mnst travel ont tho 111a11wa;p1.
All cmployPes who desire to ah1rnnt the1118eh·<'s from work mnst notify the forpman
1111dcr wl1om tl1P.V work the day before. Anyone ah,-cnt withont permiRsion will, for
tho first offi•11sP, Ji,, HIIHJH'n1l1·d three dayH; nn<l for thl' second offe11s1•, h<l trnspeudcd
0110 week; au<l for tlw third offc11se, h,· disdiar~ed.
,\ l1 miners a l18entin~ them1-1Plv1•s
three <'ollH(•cntin, 1lay:-1 without permisHim1 will ho 1·onsitlt>r1•d as having l1•ft the
employ of tlrn conq,an _,·, and their pl:u·es will be as1-1ig11ed to othns.
No lllirn·r wl10 has l«-ft th•· 1·mploy of th1• compan.v or who haH ht>en di!ichar~t•1l fro1_n
tho same shall 111• ontitlPd to any pa~· or 111011ey due him until ho Hhall have put lw1
room i11 work in~ onl1·r, aK requin·,l hy tl11• ,·ompany. A II miner ... Jeavin~ Hai,I employment will he rPqnirl'll to Ht·<·nrc tho 1·1•rtiti,·at+1 of tl,e pit hosH that they ha,·e l'Omplied
with thi'4 rule lwfore final paymPnt or Hl'ttl1·111ent Hhall he made.
Any_ tenant of tl1" rom111m~· "ill hri d1ar~(•1l for any damage don,· to tho h0111-1e ho
ocr111nea and upon h•aving itH ,wrvi,·e, whether voluntarily or by discharge, will not
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be entitled to receive any part of the wages due him until he shall have vacated thn
premises occupied hy him and presented the keys of the same at the office and the
house has been examined and the amount of damages, if any, deducted from hit:1
wages.
No person will be allowe<l. to interfere with the employer's just right of employing,
retaining, or discharging any person or persons whom the snperinte]l(lent or mino
boss having charge of the mine may consider proper, or to interfere in any way, by
threats or otherwise, with tho right of any employee to work in any way and upon
any terms and with whom he may think proper and best, under penalty of being
dischargetl.
Anyone detected violating any of tho above rules for which no penalty iB named
will, for the first offense, be suspended three days; for the second offense, will be
suspended one week; and fo1· the third offense, will be discharged.
Entering the employment of the company is understood to be an acceptance of the
foregoing rules.
B. F. HOBART, J>1·esident.
THE McALESTER COAL AND COKE COMPANY.

Office.-T . .J. Phillips, president, McAlester, Ind. T.; W. S. Montague, treasurer and
general manager, Krebs, Ind. T.; Charles Inns, cashier, Krebt:1, Ind. T.

This mine consists of a slope mine driven near the abandoned shaft
No. 12 of the Osage Coal and Mining Company. It is equipped with
an 18 by 24 inch single-hoisting engine, with 60-horsepower tubular
boiler, with two independent friction drums, one of the drums being
used to pull coal out of the mine, the other beiug used to pull coal over
the bill to the tipple, the tipple and railroad track beiiig 1,300 feet dis•
tant from the s]ope. The mine is ventilated by an air shaft with stack
and furnace. Sam Gregg is pit boss. The above company operated
the Samples slope (which is described under the head of the Choctaw
Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad Company) during the former part of the
current year. There were three accidents among the employe~s of the
McAlester Coal and Coke Company during the past year: one at the
Samples slope and two at the mine now being operated by the lastnamed company. M. J. Smith is superintendent.
Accidents at the McAlester Coal and Coke Company's mines during the year ended June
30, 1897.

At Samples slope (September 23, 1896).-Jacob Williams (Finlander), miner, age 3~,
single. Run over by pit car, which broke loose from trip, breaking his leg in three
places.
At mine No. 2.-Angust Chille (Polander) miner, age 30, married; John Huges
(Polander), miner, age 23, married. These two men were slightly burned by ga.'!,
caused by their going into place whne gas was known to exist after being duly
warned.

I append hereto letters from the McAlester Coal and Coke Company,
giving the output of their mines and other statistics.
KREBS, IND. T., January 7, 18.97.
In reply to yours of the 2d instant regarding the output, etc., of our
mine for the past six. months, we beg to t:111bmit the following:
DEAR SIR:

Months.

Egg.

Nut.

--------------1---1-----1--- - - - -

July·························--············
August ...••.•••.•••...••..••..••••.••.....
September ................................ .
October ..•.........•.••....••.•...••••.....
November ................................. .
December ................................. .

Tons.
6,250
3,721
3,130
:1, 100
2,452
2. 583

Total .••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.... 1 21,236

Tona.

Tons.

21

..................
292 ...... ..
600 ...... ..
95
469
596

Ton11.

Tons.

149
434
177
201
334
4 164

2,796
2,063

~~1,459

1,524

1,239
766
l, 858
10,236

194
192
183

no

92
112

23

17

22
26

22
24
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We expect to increase the capacity of our mine to 25 cars per <lay within the next
sixty days.
Trusting this fa the information you desire, we are,
Yours, truly,

Per
Mr. L. W.

McALESTER COAL AND COKE Coil-IPANY,
CHAS. INNS, Ca11hier.

BRYA~,

United States ]line In11pector, South McAlester, Ind. T.

KREBS, I::-m. T., .Jnly 15, 1897.
Srn: In reply to your recent favor, we be,g to report the output, etc., of
our mine No. 2 for tho six: mouths elllling ,Juue 30, 1897, as follows:
DEAR

;

Lump.
!
I--__________________ ,______
Month.

t;fFi:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
April ............................................. ..
May .............................................. ..
June ............................................... .

Egg.

Ton.~.
2,740
1,377
1,556
2,512
829
698

Tons.
298
126

Nut.

I

Slack.

Men
!'Ill-

ployed.

'l.'ons.

1'u·ns.
], 673
!l78
186 ,
1,044
87
1,765
101
458
40
526
16
:J]5

I Days

worked

124
103
97
89
76
63

14
8
18
11

31
4§

We have a capacity of 25 cars per day, and if we had or1lers to run steady, could
employ 200 or more men.
Yours, truly,
McALESTER COAL AND UoKJ<~ UOMPA.~Y,
Per CHAS. IN~s, Ca1:1hier.
L.
BRYAN, Esq.,
United 8tatc11 Mine Inspector, South McAlester, Ind. T.

"r·

CAVANAL COAL, COKE AND RAILWAY Co"MPANY.
Offieers.-J. S. Fowlkes, president; ,J. T. Elliott, vice-preHident; E. A. :-itnart, secretary; U. H. Alexander, general manager; G. H. \VittP, superintendent.

The mine of thi:;; company is located on the Cavanal )fountain, about
3½ miles east of Poteau, on tile St. Louis and San Francisco Railway.
Tliis company also owns a railroad from Poteau to the mine. 'fl.le
mine is about 13tj feet above the termi11ns of tlie railroad and about
1,200 feet di:-;tant, the coal being lowered to the track by gravity. .
A slope is driven in t'<mr lifts, the first lift or upper eutry bemg
driven out to the crop of the coal, making an escapement. There are
two air shafts, one 011 each side of tlie slope, and furnaces are rn;,ed for
ventilation. Ooal is about 4 feet thick and dips auont 10 degre~s
toward the center of the mountain. There was one accident at tl11s
miue during the past year.
Accident at Poteau, Juel. 1'., mine No. 3, durinr, the year ended June .70, 1897 .

•Jan11ar.1J 1.1, 18.?7.-Ralph Filan ( American), miner, ag-P Hl, single. Bnrn~d h~·
gaH. llis partner, aftn 1,eing- warned, igniti-11 the ga,; an<l et1Cape1l by droppwg to
the gronnd, while Filan ran through tlH· bl:izo, lrnrni11g him severely.

I appeml hereto letters from Mr. Witte, the :mperinteudent, giving
production and other information:
PoTEAt', IND. T., ,January JS, 1897.
Dt:AR 8m: 1110 oxar·t amount of our r-oal ontput from .Jul~· 1, t8!1fl, to o .. ,·1·mber:H,
1896, is ln,2:10 toll!-1. Tb,• aq•rage n11111h(•r of nu•n c111ploycd was 70 per mouth.
Onr mine has now fiyp working eutric!-1, all i11 :,,?;oorl (·0111litio11; goo•l ventilation and
good roof. lt i8 ouly a matter of a. short time that our output ca.11 l,e largely
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increased. The average thickness of the vein is 4 feet.
6 inches.
With best wishes for your future, I beg to remain,
Yours, truly,

We find it as high as 4 feet

G. H.

,VITTE,

Superintendent.

Hon. L. W. BRYAN,
United States Mine Inspector, South Jfc.A.lesfrr, Ind. T.

DALLAS, TEX., .Jannary 8, 1897.
Responding to your favor of the 30th of December, utldrm;sc<l to our
superintendent, Mr. G. H. Witte, we ueg to report as follows:
DEAR SIR:

Total coal niine.(l, Jnly 1 to /)ecember SJ, 1896.
Month.

Pouuds.

July ........................................................................ .
August ..................................................................... .
September .................................................................. .
October ..................................................................... .
November .... , .........................•...........•........................
December ................................................................... .

Less slack.
1,146,100
1, 702, 100
1,612,200
2,121,500
2,543,305
3,678,640

2, 73:J, 000
3, !)3!), 100

3,724,000
5, 2:111, 400
6, :1:;~, 600
8,506,400

Total ................................................................. · / 30, 494, 501.l

I

12, 803, 845

Yours, truly,
CAvANAL COAL, Co1rn AND RAILWAY UoMPANY.

E. A.
L. W.

STUART,

Secretary.

Esq.,
South McAlester, Ind. T.
BRYAN,

POTEAU, IND. T., July 10, 1897,
Herewith inclosed please find a statement of the amount of coal mined
during the past twelve months. While our output has only slowly increased since
our last report, it was principally due on account of the management of the company
not wanting to push the development as it could have been done. However, we are
pr<>pared to load now from 400 to 450 tons per <lay. To increase this now, it is contemplated and practically arranged to al.Jaudon iu the near future the plane over
which we are at present operating-, and put in a uew tipple at mine No. 3 and extend
the railroad to same, which will he done by putting in a 1,1witchuack. The tipp]e
will have the Shaker scr•·em,. The mine is ventilat<-d with two No. 112.foot Cole
fans, which furnish more tlrnn bnllicient ventilation. The thickness of the vein in
th<> lower entrys has increased to fully 4 feet of coal, au<l I may say that the mine
property will soon be in a condition w11ere mon• flattering resnlts will be obtainable.
I am very sorry that I was not in Poteau the day you paid the mine a vi1,1it. I
would have bt>en much pleased to have met you an<l Mr. Phillips both. Hope to
meet you, however, in the uear future.
Yours, very truly,
G. H. WITT.F.:, S perintendent.
Hon. L. w. BRYAN,
C.:nitcd State// .Jline Inspector, South McAlester, ind. T.

DEAR SIR:

Statement of coal mined from July 1, 189G, to June ,10, 1897.

-------------Month.

July ........................ .
.All!!ll~t ...... ------ ----···--·

Septemhn .................. .
October .................. • .•.
Novernlwr ................... .
December ................... .

1•ountl11.

2. 733,400
3,939, 100
3, 7:!4, 000
5. 2:rn, 400
6,352,600
8,187,500

~I~~

II

Month.
Pound11.
ployed. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ __
45
January ................... .
60 I February ...........•.......

~~
80
108

I

:\lar('h ............••........
.\pril .....................•.
:\fay .....••..•.....•••••••••.

June ...•.•..•..•.....•••••..

5,692,300
5, :{56, 900
8, .64, 900
7,159,500
6,940,700
2, 6:19, 700

Men
llID·

ployed.
104
100
122
114
g3
49
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WESTERN Co.AL AND MINING COMPANY.

This company is stripping coal at Bull Creek, near Inola, in the
Indian Territory. Output for the year, 16,232 tons. No accidents to
report.
SA.VANN.A. COAL MINING .A.ND TRADING COMP.A.NY.

A. slope mine about 1 mile south of Savanna, on the Missouri, Kansas
and Texas Railway. This vein of coal js of a very steep pitch, about
45 degrees. Equipment is a pair of double-geared hoisting engines,
10 by 12 inch cylinders with 5-foot drum, and is supplied with steam by
one boiler. A 12-foot fan furnishes sufficient ventilation. This mine is.
but little operated at the present time, the output for the past year
being 10,219 tons. The pillars are uow being taken out. U. Stumbaugh
is pit boss. There was one accident at this mine during the past year .
.Accident at the Sa1~anna Coal Mining and Trading Company's mine during the year ended
Ju11,e 30, 1897 .
.August 5, 1896.-J. F. Haygood (American), weighman, agP- 46, married. He was
riding on the descending pit car, intending to got off at tho month of the slope.
Engineer's assistant, who did not know he hail got on, failed to stop at month of
slope. Various persons signaled and shouted to him, causiug him to lose his presence of mind, and he lost control of the engine, causing the car to strike the bottom,
breaking Haygoo<l's leg and cutting his thigh.
THE FOLSOM COAL COMPANY.

Owner.-J. B. McDougal, Coalgate, Ind. T.

A slope mine with three lifts driven in from the crop of the coal on
a branch of the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway, near Coalgate,
Incl. T.
Ventilated by air shaft ancl furnace. Escapement shaft with la.dder
is provided. Equipment is single hoisting engine with one boiler.
Richard Henderson is pit boss. Output for past year, 7,077 tons. No
accidents to report.
EDWARDS &

SoN,

McALESTER, IND.

T.

This firm operateR two slopes about one-fourth of a mile apart, driven
into a 4-foot vein of coal with a <lip of 30 degrees to the southeast.
There are two lifts to slope No. 1. Escapement is hacl by entry driven
from slope No. 1 to i,;lope No. 2. Hoisting is done by a pair of small
double engines furnished with steam by an upright boiler. Ventilation
is hacl by furnace. Coal is 4 feet thick and is on the McAlester vein.
Output for the year, 4,109 tons. One accident to report.
Accicfrnt at the mine of Edwards ,J Son during the year ended June SO, 1897.
Fel,ruar.11 9, 18!/l.-Gne Machalino (Italian), miner, age 33, single.
while wedging off coal, breaking his leg.

Fall of roof

THE JENSON COAL COMP.A.NY.
William Bra.den, superintendent .

. A slope mine ahout 2 miles south of Jen son, Ark. Equipment, one
emgle-geared hoisting engine and one boiler. Air shaft and furnace
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for ventilation.
dents.

Coal 34 inches thick.

Output, 5,500 tons.

No acci-

PERRY BROTHERS, COAL(iA'I'E, IND. T.

A slope mine with,two lifts south of Coalgate, Ind. T. Air courses
driven parallel with slope for ventilation, which is furnished by a fur11ace. Bquipment is a pair of double-geared hoisting engines and one
boiler. Output for past year, 4,956 tons. No acci_dents to report.
McALESTER UOAL AND MINERAL COMPANY.

Offi.cers.-James Degnan, president; James McDonnell, manager.

The mine formerly operated by this company, as described in my last
report, is now idle, the above company having operated during the
past year the Wilburton mine, described in my last report under the
head of the Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad Company. This
was a slope mine and bad been driven one lift, the company now
operating it having driven the slope in another lift. It is equipped
with a single hoisting engine with upright boiler. A track has been
laid to the Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad. 'l'he tipple was
recently partially destroyed by fire and bas not yet been fully repaired.
For tl1e present the coal is being hauled about 150 feet by wagons.
There are two air shafts, one being used as an escapement. Air is provided by furnace.
This mine is only just in process of development; necessary fani::i
will be provided as the work proceeds. Capacity of this mine, about
20 cars per day. Output for the past year, 3,500 tons. There was one
accident at this mine, and this one proved fatal.
Accident at Wilburton mine of the Mci11eater Coal and Mineral Conipany during the year
ended J1tne 30, 1897.
January 20, 1897.-Pat Kairns (Irish), miner, iige 29, married. Fall of roof.
Fatal. A piece of loose slate fell from roof, killing him. He was warned by his
partner, but remarked that he was not afraid of it and continued working under it
until it fell.

Klow A

COAL AND MERCANTILE COMP ANY.

Officers.-W. H. Cook, president; J.P. Watkins, superintendent.

A slope mine of one and a half lifts at Fairview, 4 miles south of
Savanna. Equipped with a pair of double-geared hoisting engines,
steam being supplied by two boilers. The coal has a dip of 00 degrees
and is 4 feet in thickness. Ventilation is furnished by fan placed at
tl1e bead of air course sunk parallel with slope. Output for past year,
2,0W tons. No accidents to report.
CHOCTAW COAL AND MERCANTILE COMPANY.

There bas been but little done at this mine during the past year. It
was abandoned by Mr. Stumbaugh, the lessee, and was afterwards
operated for a short time by Mr. Chas. F. Keener, and is now again in
the hands of a receiver. Output, about 1,000 tons. No accidents to
report.
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SAMPLES MINE.

This mine has been recently opened up by Mr. Noah Samples, who
was formerly operatiug a mine near Krebs. This mine consists of a
slope about 1 1 miles east of McAlester. Slope has beeu driven i11
about 400 feet and oue lift has been turned. 'rhere is a tipple, but no
railroad track, product being hauled by wa.gon to MiRsouri, KansHs
aud Texas Railway. Coal is about 4 feet thick. Ve11tilation is had lJy
air shaft and furnace. Bscapement is 110w 1Jei11g dri vell. Equipme11t
is single Lidgerwood hoh,tiug engine witb upright boiler. Output for
past year, about 1,000 tons. No accidents.
STRIP PITS E.A.S'L' OF LEHIGH.

Product for past year, about 5,000 tons.

No accidents.

SUNDRY STRIP I>ITS A'l' TULSA, PENNING'l'ON, :ETC., IN CREEK
NATION.

Product for past year, about 6,500 tons.

Xo aecideutR reported.

S::VIALL SLOPE NEAR CAVAN.AL, IND.

Product for past year, 500 tom,.

T.

No accidents reported.

A. PECKENP.A.l"GH l\IINE.

Small slope nPar ~avauna. Slope driven in about 200 feet. Equipped
with Lidgerwood hoisting c11gine and boiler. Product hauled to Savauua. Output, about 500 tuns. No accidents reported.
WILBURTON COAL O0:MP.A.NY.
O. E. \\'oo«l, (:cneral :\laua.g-er.

This is a new enterprise. It is a slope mine, the slope having bePn
snnk about ~.,o feet a11d air courses driven parallel with slope. Uoal
is alJout 5 feet thick. Air shaft has beell snuk a11d 11ecessary fan will
be provided as tlic work progresses. Equipme11t is a small doul>l1·hoisti11g eugfoe witl1 boiler and 4-foot drnm. '.I'his mine is a.bout :!}
miles ca-st of Will>urto11, alld switch has been built from the UlJoctaw,
Oklahoma and Gulf Hailroad.
Uoal has to l>e hauled at prescut about 800 feet 011 wag-oils. \Yhe11
tipple is cxteuded this will Le obviated. Output, ~OU tons. No
accidents.
l'0RROLAS STRIP PITS.

Near Houtlt Mc.Al"stcr. Output, !JOO tons. No accidents.
There are a vt>ry few slllall ope11i11gs at Savanua which have as y<'t
had no output, or hut v1•ry littlt•.
The Fo1t Hmith a11d \V (•st Pm ( 'oal an•l Rail way Compauy have mad•·
no further progress since my last r1·port. \Vith the revival of lJ11sirn•;,;:,;
1101,etl for, this <·0111pa11y will com111e11cc operations which tlJcy exped
tu llo on an extensin• scale.
'
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MILBY & Dow Coil AND MINING COMP.ANY.
l

· A slope is being sunk by the above company on Brushy Creek between
Hartshorne and Alderson. The company is incorporated under the laws
of Texas. Andrew Dow is president and general manager; C. H. Milby,
secretary and treasmer; Edwin Ludlow, consulting engineer. The
~lope has been sunk 540 feet, and the first two entries to the north and
south have been turned off and driven in a distance of about 140 yards.
It is proposed to continue the slope down for 500 yards, and meet it at
that point with a shaft, which will be about 240 feet deep. The coa.l
is about 3 feet thick on a 6-degree pitch to the west. .The shaft is
expected to open up a large field of flat coal of the same quality as at
Alderson. The present tipple arrangements are of a temporary character; nothing of a permanent nature will be put up until the shaft is
completed, which will be done as soon as the slope is far enough
advanced to insure meeting it when it reaches the coaL No output as
yet, and no accidents.
COKE PLANTS.

The Osage Coal and Mining Company output for past year was 9,300
funs; Choctaw Coke Company output for past year was 16,140 tons;
1iotal, 25,440 tons.
Resume of output of ooal and numbw of men employed for th6 years end6d JuM !JO, 18941
18951 1896, and 1897.
1895.

1894.

Tona.

Men.

Tone.

1896.

Men.

Tone.

1897.

Men.

Tone.

Men.

---'1---1-----1-- - - - - -

Choctaw, Oklahoma. and Golf R.
R. Co •••••••••••••.••••••••.•••• 333,616' 932
397,186 1,011
366,009
951
347,123
750
Southwestern Coal and Improve•
ment Co • • • • •• • ••• • • • • • • • • •••••• 261, 596 847
322,872
800
300, 238
738
SR3, 712
738
Oeage Coal and Mining Co....... 226,523
896
237,604
800
213, !l85
660
206, 268
737
AtokaCoalandMiningCo .••••••• 133,480 435 166,963
il6
175,068
539
163,272
476
Tebo Coal and Mining Co.........
3,600
45 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••
Choctaw Coal and Mining Co.....
2,500
10 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••
Sundry emall elopes and etrip pita
(estimated) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • .
5, 000
100 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Kaneas and Texas Coal Co........ • •• • • • • • • • •• • •• • 16,800
100
70,510
326
97,232
240
T.N.Foeter...................... ••••••.••. •••••
1,100
6 •••••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••••

I°!~!:~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
g:
~g6 ::::::::::
:::::: :::::::::: ::::::
W. O. Hart&horne •••••• .••• •• • • •. •••••••• •• ••••••
700
.••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
w:!~~1:a:~~~~~:~~~~~~. .......... ......
575
22 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• !..... .
MoAleater Coal and Coke Co..... • •• • • •• • • . • • • • • • ••• • . . • • • . ••• • • • .
38, 757
116
52,031
119
Cavanal Coal. Coke and Rwy. Co.. • • • • • •• • • • ••••••
Weetem Coal and Mining Co..... •••••••••. ••••••

7, 989
20,600

M
10,000
75
90 •••••••••• ••••••

:~~c~:~:;;~:~~:~~t: :::::::::: :::::· . .~:~~.....~~.

J eneon Coal Co • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • •
Perrv Bro11 . • .... ••••••••••••••• •• •••••••• •• •••• ••
500
10
D. E«lwarde & Son................ • ••••••• •. ••••••
3,755
M
McAlester Coal and Mineral Co • • . • • • • •• • • • • • • • • •
300
10
Kiowa Coal and Mercantile Co.... • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • •
Choctaw Coal and Mercantile Co. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1, 100
22

f:::: :
8, 800
6,400
3,251
8, 000
300
8, 000

18
21
21
15
30
30

:i°rta;: :t:~Je~tiigh:::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::: ...~~ ..... ~. :::::::::: ::::::

23, 366
16,232

85

1
~;:~
6, 500
4,956
4,109
8, 500
2, 079
1, 000

:
35
20
14
25
18
10

~:::

'5

~

Sundry etrlp pita................. • •• ••••• •• • •••••
7,800
60
7, 000
75
Small elope near Cavaual, Ind. T.. • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . •• • • • • • • • • . • • • • •

6,500

42

~jr:~:i:rc~fi\~.;:::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::·: :::::::::: ::::::

r<><':

1~

500

5

~;1;:n•::e~~~!!~&;;~~i::::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::::::::: ::::::: :::::::::: :::::: ······~· ····-~
Total.......................

966, 315 3, 265 1, 228, 440 3, 648 1,236,333 3, 695 1,802, 378 8, 470
I
t
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lUaunie and comparative statement of accident, for year, ended June SO, 1894, 1895,
18!J6, 1897.
CAUSES OF ACCIDENT.
Year ended June 30189'.

Fall of roof..••.••..••••..••••••.•••• _................ . • • • • .
Fall of coal ......•••....••••••.••••••••.••••••••••..••••• _..
Explosion of fl:re damp .••.••••...•.••••..•• ; • . . • . . • • • • • • • . .
Runoveroroaught by pitcar .•••.•••••..•••••• _..........

1895.

13
6
3
7

Total

- .------,----,for fo1ll'
years.
1896.
1897.

13
5
11
13

7
4
22
10

14
3
9
11

5§~i\\:::\:::\:::\}\:):::::~;::::::;::; i·. . .:. : : : ~ :::::t
=

Accident from hoisting machinery.... • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . .
6
3
1
Railroad car door falling . . • . . • • . • • • . • • • . • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1 .........••.. _......... .
Pit car fallinit down shaft.................................. . • .•• •• .
1 .•........•..•..
Premature ex3Iosion of shot. • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • . • • • . . • • •• • • . • • • • • • • •
2

J:W~f
::::ba~:: ::::::::::::::: :: ::::::: :: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::
Caught between ca~e and shaft............................ . •• •• • • . . • •• • • • .
~atf\t d~4esce~d.in~ cage or by ~cending cage.......... . • • • . • • . . • • • . • • .

i~~t.411(\iii!!(/ii!+({ I{: I(l\
Total.................... • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . . . . • • . • . .

43

46

½ · · ·· ·· · ·
1
3

1

½

======~= ===:==;=
58

47
18
·45
'1
5

2
4
2
10

1
1
3

1
1
2

4
1

1
1
1
2

46

193

20
1
7

92
33

ACCIDENTS BY COMPANIES.
23
27
22
Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf R.R. Co • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . .
Osage Coal and Mining Co • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
12
12
8
Atoka Coal and Mining Co.................................
3
3
7
Southwestern Coal and Improvement, Co...................
5
3
7
Kansas and Texas Coal Co.................................
1
1
6
Kiowa Coal and Mining Co................................. • ••••••. • • •••••.
2
McAlester Coal and Coke Co............................... ••• • •• . . • •• • • • • .
2
Savanna Coal MiniM1 and 'l'rading Co...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Choctaw Coal and 1ning Co • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • .
1
Choctaw Coal and Coke Co................................. . ••••••. . •••••••
1
Cavan al Coal, Coke and Rwy. Co ...•................•..•.. ........................
Edwards & Son ..••.....•...•••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••..••••••.•••••••.•••••..•
McAlester Coal and Mineral Co ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••...••••••.•••••••.
Jenson Coal Co............................................. •••••••. ••••• ••.
1

Total ................................................ .

46

5
6

----··a·
1

...... i.

58

1
1

46

20

20
13
2
5
2

1
1
1
1

1

1

193

FATAL ACCIDENTS BY CAUSES.
Gas &X]>losion • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Fall of roof.................................... .... .. ..... .
Caught by pit car • • • • ••• • •• ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • .
Fall of coaf . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .

2
5
1
1

1
6
1 •••••• •.
3
2
2

5
9
2
2

~i~~~Z\\\\\\\\\\\\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ ~ ~ ~ ;~~~}~ ~; ~ ;t~;~; ~ ~::: 1
13

6

8
5
3

1
3

1

1
1
1
1

12

22

63

7

1'

33

Caught by :flying ahot. .•• • .. • • .. . • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • .. • • .. • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

H

15

FATAL ACCIDENTS BY COllPANIES.

Co.... •••••••...........

Choctaw, Oluahoma and Gulf R.R.
Osage Coal and :Mining Co • •• • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • •••• •• • • • • . • • • •
Southwestern Coal and Improvement Co...................
1

8

4,

1

1

2

1 • • • •• • • •

2

1
1

~!i°l'~~
~a1 ~.it\~'&;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......~.:::::::: ......1i" ..•..•
~.
Kiowa Coal and Mercantile Co............................. ........ ........
•••••••.
Choctaw Coal and :Mercantile Co.......................... .••••••. ........
1 ....... .
llcA.leatcT Coal and Mlneral,Co •••••••••••• ••••••• •• ••••• •• . •••• ••• • .... ••• • .......
1
Kaa:la, GDd Texa:; Coal
8

Co................................. .... ... ..... ... ..... ...

ToW................................. . . .. .. ..

13

6

12

4,

6
4,

1
1
1
1
2
63
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Following is an extract from the agreement between the Dawes Commission and commissioners appointed by the Choctaw and Chickasaw
Nations; so far as it relates tothe coalindustryin the Indian Territory:
It is agree<l that all the coal and asphalt within the limits of the Choctaw and
Chickasaw Nations, shall remain anll be the common property of the members of the
Choctaw and Chickmmw tribes (freedmen excepted), so that each and every memher shall have an equal aml undiYided interest in the whole; an<l no patent provided
for in this agreement shall convey any title thereto. The revenue from coal nnd
aKphalt, or so much as shall be necessary, shall be used for the education of the children of Indian blood of the members of the said tribes. Such coal and asphalt mines
as are now in operation, and all other which may hereafter he leased and operated,
shall be under t,he supervision arnl ('Ontrol oftwotrnHtees, who shall be appointed hy
the President of the United States, one on the recomme11dntion of the principal chief
of the Choctaw Nation, who shall be a Choctaw by blood, whose term shall he for
four years, and one on the recommendation of the governor of the Chickasaw
Nation, who shall be a Chickasaw by blood, whose term shall be two years, after
which the term of appointees shall be for four years. They shall each give bond
for the faithful performance of their duties under such rules as may he prescribed
by the Secretary of the Interior. Their salaries shall he fixed and paid by their respective nations.
All coal and asphalt mines in the two nations, whether now developed or to be
hereafter devclopep, shall be opera,ted and the royalties therefrom paid into the
Treasury of the United States, and shall be drawn therefrom under such ruleH and
regulations as shall he prescrilwd by the Secretary of the Interior.
All contractt1 111ade by the national agents of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations
for oper11,tin~ coal and asphalt with any person or corporation are hereby ratified and
confirmed, and the lessee shall have the right to renew the same when they expire.
All agreements heretofore made by any person or corporation with any member or
members of the Choctaw or Chickasaw Nations, the object of which was to obtain
S11('h member or mernb<•rs' permission to operate coal or nspltalt, are hereby cleclared
,·oicl, but such person or corporations shall have prior right to lease the coal or
asphalt claimR deR«·ribed therein by application to the trustees within six months
attn the ratification of thiH agreement.
All leases under thiR :igre,•ment shall include nine hundred :m<l sixty acr<'s, which
shall be in a sqnare as near as possible, and shall he for thirty years. TLe royalty
on coal shall he fi.ftP.en centR per to11 of two thousand po11nds of all c·oal minecl, p:tyahle on the twenty-fifth day of tlrn mouth ll<'Xt succeeding that in which it is
minerl. Royalty on aRphalt shall he Hixty cents per to11, payable same aR coal. Provided, that the legislatures of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations may reduce s11ch
royalties wht>n they deem it to their hest interests to do so. No royalties shall be
paid except into the United Stutn; Tnwmry as herein provi<led.
Lessee shall pay on each coal or asphalt claim at the ratn of one hundred dollars
per annum, in advance, for the first and second years; two hundred dollars per
annum, in advance, for th,· third aud fonrth years; and fiv«' h1111drcd dollars foreach
succeeding year thereafter. All such payments shall be trt•atecl as ad vau,·e royalty on the mine or claim on which they are made, and shall be a credit as royalty
whPn each mi11e is devc•loped or opnated and its production is in ex,·ess of such
guaranteed annual ac\ rnncc·,1 pa,,,rn,·nts, aml all penmnH havi11g coal leases mntit
pay sai<l a11nnal achan<'e paynwnts on each claim whcthn ,lev,•lopcd or nmleveloped;
provided, however, that sbo11l,l a11y les1,we negle,·t or refnsP to pay such advance
annual royalty f~r the period of sixty days aft,•r the Hame becomes due and payable
on any leaH,• the ]Pas,• 011 which default is made i;hall lHi,·omti null and void, and th<'
royalties pai,l in a,h·ance tlwreon shall thc•n become aud be the money and property
of the Choctaw and ( 'hiclrnsa w X a tions.
In servi<'e, the nHe of ,vhfrh iH reser,·p<] to present Pon} operators, shall he included
1,;nch lots in townH as are occnpiecl h)' l<'Hsees' honRPR, eithe,· occupied hy said lessees'
employeeH o~ :t."I oflfreli or w:irehonses; proviclPd, liowPver, tliat in those tow11 HiteR
tlesignatecl and laid out nn,l1•r this agreement, where cnal lt•asc-s are now bein.!{
operat .. <1 and coal i~ bein.!{ mi11P,l, thc·re i,;hall he rPsenecl from appraisenumt antl
sale all lots occnpi1·,I hy ho11He;1 of mluns actually engaged in mining, and only while
they an• so engaged, and in addition tlwrf'to a s1111ic•ient amonut of land, to be
<letn111i11ecl by the tow11-site board of appraii;erH, to furnish lionws for the men actually
cngagPd in working for tlHi lessees op1•ratin_g said mi11es, and a H1tt1icient amount for
all huildingH and m:id1i11ny for miuing pnrposes. All(], proYi,le1l further, that when
the lus~ccH Hhall ,·<•aHB to opnatr> saicl minoi,;, then, :111cl in that <•vent, th<· lots of land
so resern•d shall l,p rlisposed of by the coal trustees for the b,•nefit of the Choctaw
and <.:hickaea.w trihes.

It _is claimed by the operatorR tl1at the language of the agreement iH
ambiguous; that the time of termination of their leases is expressed
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in conflicting terms; that the royalty to be paid is an advance on the
old rate, the royalty now being paid is by the bushel of 85 pounds,
and only coal passing over a 1-inch screen is to be paid for, whereas
the agreement calls for a royalty of 15 cents per ton for all coal
mined. and that this, while apparently reducing the royalty, actually increases it from 20 to 30 per cent. They claim that the royalt.v
now paid is almost an embargo on the business, aud that to increase
this royalty is to further depress and hinder a business already heavily
taxed. They show that the royalty now paid realizeR to the Indians
from $300 to $600 per acre for their land, and leaves them the surfacP
as valuable as before the coal was extracted. They claim that the
agreement fails to give any protection to the compa1des who have larg·e
vested rights in improvements, buildings, etc., which have been erected
under contracts with the Indians, the Emid contracts having been
approved by the United States Government.
I attach hereto a copy of the act for the protection of the lives of
·
miners in tbe Territories:
An act for the p1·otection of the lfres of miners in the Tirritories.
[Pul>lic No.165.)

Be it enacted by thr Senate. and House of Representatives of the Unitc<l States of America
in Congres.~ a.~sentbll'd, That in each organized a1ul unorganized Territory of the
United States wherein are located <·oal mines, the aggregate a1111nal output of which
shall be in ex<·ess of one thousand tons per annnm, the l'resi<lent shall appoint a
mine inspector, who shall holil ofli<'e nntil his sn<·c<>ssor is appointed and qualified.
Such inspector ,;hall, befor" entering upon the discharge of bis duties, give boud to
tho United States in the smll of two thousand dollars conditioned for tlrn faithful
1fo1charge of bi.s duties.
'
SEC. 2. That no person shall ho eligible for appointment as mine inspc<'tor under
se<·tion 011<1 of this ad who is not either a practieal miner or mining engineer and
who has uot heen a resident for at least six m011th:-; in the Territory for whii-h bl' Hhall
ho appoint,·<l: and 1w person who shall a.ct aR Ia1Hl a,<ront manag,·r, or agent of any
minP, or aR llli11i11g engi11eer, or lH· i11terested in op<~rating' any mi110 iu such Territory
shall he at tlw same ti111e a11 inspector n11d1•r the prnvisions of this act.
:-;E<'. :t That it sl1all be the <lnty of tho mino i118pector prnvided for i11 this act to
mak<1 careful a111l thorough inspe1·tio11 of eal'lt 1·oal mine operat,•d iu irnch Territor~·,
and to n•port at }past a11nnally 11po11 tho condition of eal'h coal rnino in said Terr~tory with reference to tho applian<·1•:-; for tho safety of tho miiwrs, tho nnmlier of air
or Ye11tilati11g shafts, tho 1111mher of Hha.f'tH or slopes for i11gress or egrei;s, tho ."baraeter and l'ondition of the mad1inery for ventilating snrb mines, and tlw qna11~1,ty <'.f
air s11pplie<l to the sanw. Snch ri•ports shall ho made to the go,·ernor of the lorr1tory in which snch mines am lorat«-d an,l a d11plicatP tlwreof forwarcleil to tho Secretary of tho Int,·rior, and in tho cai-;e of au uuorga.nizo,l Territory directly to tlie
Secretary of the Interior.
SEC. 4. That in case tlll' saicl 111i110 inHJ"'ctor shall rrport that any coal mine is not
proper!.,· <·011strnl't1·cl or not fnrnishe,l with reasonable a111i 11rop<'r maf'hiuery an,!
applianCl'S for thP saf<'ty of th,· 111i1wrs and other P111plo,yi·l'H it r,ihall lw the duty
of tho governor of such organized Terri tor,,·, it shall lw tlw dnt.,· of the 8t>cretary ?f
tho Interior, to gin~ noti,·c• to th<· o,,·n1•rs or ma11agers of saiil 1·0:tl mine that the sa_11l
min<· is unsafe and notifying t h1·1ll in what partil'ular the same is unsafe, a11d requ1r-.
i11g· them to f11r11ish or pr11,•i'1]1i snl'!1 ail1litio11al 111achi11ery, Hiop<·s, entries, nwans ot
es<·ape, Yentilatiou, or oth<>r applia111·1•r,i 11<•1·<·ssary to the safPly of tlw mi11f'r,1 awl
otlwr employ,·es within a p1·rio1l to 1,e iu said noti1•p 11a111ed, and if the 1;a111e he not
furnished as n·qnirl'cl in ;;1lf'h 110ti1·<· it shall 111' 11nlawful after tb11 time fixe,l in sn .. h
11oti1·1· for thr said O\\ 111·rH or 111a11ag1·rH to 01wrato Haid mine.
SEC. 5. That in all 1·oal 111i1ws in tl11• T1·rritori,·s of th<• 1·11it('(l Stat<>R tlw ownPrs or
manag"r"' Hhall pro,·icl1• at least two sl1aft,1, slop1·s, or otlwr 011tlots, iwparat1•<l _hy
natural strata of 11ot l<•SH than one h1111drt>d a111l fifty fpl'f in l,re:11lth, h~· wh1~·h
r-;hafts, slop<·A, or 011tldR dh-tirwt 111f'a11s of ii1gn·"s a111l 1·~rc1-,s shall al wa,\'i'i lw av:ulahlo to tlw persons 1•111ploy<·1l in said mi1II'. .\nd in case of the failnr1· of an~· coal
111l11e to he AO providecl it 1-,hall 1,<' th .. duty of the mino inspp1•tor to mak<· n•port of
Hlldt fad, an<l thcrl'11pon 11oti1·0 shall iHH11<·. as provi<le<l iu 1!l'dio11 fonr of this ad,
an,l with tho sam1• fore·" a111l t>tl1•ct.
SE<". 6. That tho owrn•rs or mana~f'rH of <•very roal 111i1H' at a 1lepth of 0111• h1111dred feet or wore shall provi1l1• an ad1·q11ate amount of ventilation of not lm1ii than
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fifty-five cnbic feet of pure air per second, or thirty-three hundred cubic feet per
minute, for eYery fifty men at work in saill mine, and in like proportion for a greater
number, whieh air shall by proper appliances or machinery ho forced through such
mine to the face of each and every working place, so as to 1lilute and render harmless
and expell therefrom the noxious or poisonous gases; and all workings shall he kept
clear of standiug gas.
SEC. 7. That any mine owner or manager who shall continue to operate a 111i11e
after failure to comply with the requirements of this act and after the expiration of
the period name<l in the notice provided for in section four of this a1·t, shall he
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be fined not to <'X<·eed five hull(lrnl dollars.
SEC. 8. That in IIO case shall a furnace shaft be used or for the purpose;; of thiH a1·t
be deemed an escape shaft.
SEC. 9. That escape shafts shall he constructed in compliance with the requirements of this act within six 111011t.bs from thn <late of the passagll l1neof, mil1•sH the
time 1:,hall he extended by the mine inspector, and in no caHe shall said time ho
extended to excet>d one year from the pa,ssiige of this act.
SEC. 10. That a metal speaking-tube from the top to th<' bot.Lorn of tho shaft or
slope shall be provided in all cases, so that conversation may he rnrriod on thro11g-h
the same.
SEC. 11. That an approved safety catch shall be provided and suffici1•11t cover
overhead on every cmTia.ge used in lowering or hoisting persons. And tho mine
i11spector shall examine and pass upon the adequacy :tll(l safety of all such hoisting
apparatus.
l::iEC. 1~. That no child under twelve years of age Rhall be employe1l in tho underground workings of any mine. And no father or other person shal I mi1-1represont the
age of anybody so employed. Any perso11 guilty of violating th1• provisiouA of this
section shall be deenwd guilty of a, mis<lemeanor, and upon convietion thereof shall
be fined not to exceed one hnrnlred dollars.
SEC. 13. That only experienced and <•ompetent :ind sober men Ahall he pla1·ed in
charge of hoisting apparatus or eng-ines. Arnl the maximum 1111mher of perso11;; who
may aHcend or <lescend upon any cage or hoisting apparatns shall be d1•tor111ine<l hy
the mine inspector.
SEC. H. That it shall be lawful for any inspector to ont<·r and inspect any coal
mine in his district and the work and rnachiU<·ry b<"longing thereto at all reasonahlo
times, bnt so as not to impede or obstruct the working of the mi11e; and to mako
inquiry into the state of the mine, works, and machinery, tLllll the v1\ntilatio11 a,Jl(l
mode of ]i<rhting
the same, and into all matters and things conne('ted with or r<•lat0
ing to the safety of the perso11s employed in or about the same, a111l 1·specially to
make inquiry whether the provisions of this act are complied with; aml tho owner
or agent is hereby required to furnish meaw, necessary for such entry, inspection,
examination and inquiry, of which the said inspector shall make au entry in the
record in his office, noting the time and material eircnmstan<"es of tho inspe1·tion.
SEC. 15. That in all cases of fatal accident a full report thereof shall be 111a1le hy
the mine owner or manager to the mine inspector, sai<l report to be in tho writing
aJl(l made within ten <lays after Huch death shall havo occurre<l.
SRC. 16. That as a cumulath·e remedy, in case of the failure of any owner or manager of any mint· to comply with the req11ir1•111c11t:i co11tain01l in tho 11otfro of the
governor of such Territory or the Secretary of tho Interior, given in pnrsnauce of
this act, any court of <"ompetont jurisdiction, or tho jn<lg-1• of 1mch court in va<'ation,
may, on the application of the mine inApector in the name of the Unite1l l-;tatPs and
supported hy the re1·ommendatio11 of the gov,·rnor of 8ai1l T1•rritory or of the So<'retary of the Interior, issue an injunction restraining tho forthn operatio11 of BH<'h
mine until such requireme.~ts are <'Omplied with, and in order to obtain such i11jn11ction no hon<l shall he roqmre<l.
REC. 17. That wherever tho term "owner ormanagor" is HSP<l in thiA aet tho same
shall include ]eAseoR or other pcrso111-1 <·011trolling tho operation of :my mine. All(l in
1·as<i of th1i Yiolation of tho provisio1111 of this act hy any <·orporation tlrn 111an:tging
offic<'rH and snporintemlents, and other managing ag-entA of Hnch corporation, Hhall
lit' per8onally liahle all(l Ah all be pnnishe<l as proYided in al't for owUNR a111l managerH.
~EC. 18. That the mi1H· inspe<'torH provide1l for in thill a<'t 11ha'.l e:1ch n•,•ph·e a
8alary of two thousand per annum, and their actual traveling expenses when engaged
in their <lnties.
SE<'. rn. That whenPvPr any organized Territory shall make or has made providion
hy law for th1· safo operation of mirwH within snclt Territor.Y, all(l the goHmor of
1111<·h Territory shall CPrtify Aai,l fact with a copy of tl1e Haid law to the 8ecret:ny of
the Interior, then and th<:>n•aft1·r the provisionsofthisartsl1all nolongerhePnfor1·e<l
in such organize<l Territory, hut in lion thereof the statute of such Territory shall
he operath·e in lien of thi:- af't..
·
Approved ~larch 3, 1891.

